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MOSCOW (CP)  - -  Konstantin Chernenko, the son of 
Siberian peasants, was named general secretary of th e 
Soviet Communist party today, succeeding the late Yuri 
Andrp.~v in the Kremlin's most' powerful post. 
Chernonk0, 72, is the oldest man ever selected to lead tbe 
l~milli0n member party, which governs this country of 280 
million. For 30 years, he was a close ally of :Aedropov's 
predecessor, .Leenid ~Brezhnev, but 'A~dropo.v out. 
manoeuvred him 15 months ago to become l~rty ,leader. 
In naming Chernenko, the Politburo chose a member of. 
the leadership's old guard rather than giving the.reins ot 
power to a member of the young~generation who could be 
expected to serve a decade or more, .- 
In a. speech to the party Central Cominittco, which ap. 
pointed him, Chernenko attseked w~tern leaders, saying 
they posed a threat of.nuclear war. 
PEACE THROUGH STRENGTH. 
He saidtheSoviet Union will strive to •avert War by 
maintainingfls nuclear strength. 
"Today, in ~eage of nuclear armaments'and super. 
accurate rockets, peace is as necessary topeople as never 
before," he Was quoted by the officiatTass hews agency as 
saying. - . . . . . .  
"Unfortunately some leaders L'of capitalist countries, 
judging by everything, do not have a clear understanding oi 
this, or d0Lnot want to have i t , "  
'~'We clearly see the threat which is created today to • 
humanity: by the reckless,-adventurist actions of the 
aggressive forces Of imperialism, an¢! speak about it in full 
voice.". . 
The unnouncemont was made by Central Committee 
throngh'the official news media as the country prel~red for 
the burial Tuesday of/~dropov, who.died Thursday at 69. 
Andropov had previously been the oldest.man to take over 
• as" general secretary of the porty'at age68. 
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TRUDEAU ATTENDS - . Ual cornmerctat hockey tournament.  Presentin,¢ji:fhe'.trophy is 
Western diplomats and East European journalists Herald publiC;her Dave Hb~l l ton .  The Omineca al lstars won fhet rophy  
predicted that the So~/ieis would name a new party lea(Jer W!tK a8.5 Win over K i t l rnat  J r .B  Black Hawkd ,in the f inal /~ame Sunday 
before Andropov's funeral in Red Sqqare. The funeral~. afternoon.. See story page 5. 
scheduled for noon (4 a,m. ES'I'), will be attended by dozen .. . . . . .  i~ -" " " " 
Street fighting subsides 
BEIItUT, (Ai~) ' Street fighting a/~d groups.have r cently'toned down demands 
, . .  
artillery barrages around Beirut subsided, that Gemayel resign, . , . .  .... 
today after .government spokesmen said" .HoweveL a major dnmand "of the 
they will step UP efforts to give Leban0n;s/' Gemayei!s opponents is that he abrogate 
Moslem majori!y.greater power, " ' ..' the:.:U.S.;mediated troops .withdrawal 
President Amin Gemayel rejected agr~ment he signed With:Israel. 
demands 'by opposition leaders: that he. OPPOSE THE ACCORI )  ~ " 
resignS'but said he hopes to convenewithin ~' The accord has been alth'orhy'issue since 
two weeks a natiorlal reconcili~ation 'con" "it waSlSigded. Its cadcellatiod has been a 
terence in Geneva. ' princ.ipall L demand 6f. the Syrian-backed 
Gemayel also told reporters Sunday he. opposition ~and Syria because it would 
expects, the. multinational force to remain legalize ::a-. permanent Israeli security 
in Leb~on.:He said the plan to withdraw, pre.ssncejn southern I,ebanon. 
U.S. Marines to ships offshore was jus't a' , Gemaye| l~as refused ratification, but h~ 
"detail " " ' : ~:: . . . .  has aldorefused cancellation because the 
"I am confident hatPresident Reagan is ac~d I~ipds Israel eventually to withdraw: 
fully committed to help Lebanon," he said~ /! He wants guarantees that Syria will pull out 
It, was Gemayel's first public statement -: !ts:tr001~ if theIsraelis go. , : 
Since rebels seized control of WestBei~'Ut, : '  under;  recent hea(,y pressure, Gemayei 
the Moslem half of the capital, in battles ' has said he will discussany alternative to 
with the Lebanese army last week." "" , the. a¢c0rd that will rid Lebanon of Syrian 
G/emayel said a cabinet o replace that of" 
Prime Minister Shark Wazzan will be 
formed at the reconciliation conference. 
Wazzan resigned Feb. 4.but Gemayel asked 
him to stay on until a new government is 
formed. 
PROPOSES PLAN - ~ ' . 
Foreign Minister Elie ' Salem t01d 
reporters in Belt Mary, 10 kilometres east 
and Israeli troops. 
But.' !'~in!.. an ...apparent : warning to 
W.n~!n$t~.. :'~ and Gemayel, Israel said 
Sunday it:will.keep its,.troop~ in southern 
I~banon' !f the agreement is scrapped. 
",/Fbi'mer .i.Lebanese:'presid~nt Camille 
Chainotm said many' Lebanese want the 
agreement ratified as ','the only means of 
• |iberating Lobanese territeryfrom- Israeli 
of Beirut,*that Gemayel will propose a 28, eccupation, ~ " *• 
.point program of political and edn-' " '~Abcogaflon of. the agreement exposes 
stitutional reforms at 'the .Geneva. con- - thi~ivant part of Lebanon to a long and 
, terence. • 
A shakeup in Lebanon's Christian. 
dominated political structure i s  a key 
demand of the rebels. 
8ales said the plan will-g!veMoslems 
equal representation inparliament instead 
of the current 6-B percentage |nfavor Of the 
Christians and create asenate in which all 
sects will be represented, 
Under '. the plan, • the :i president, 
traditionally a Maronite Cathoiic, will be 
electodhy a minimum of 55 votes in the 99- 
member parliardent. At present, the 
presider is elected by a two-thirda.vote on 
the first ballot or by a simple majOrity on 
subsequent ballots. 
Gemayei's reform also wfii make ~ the 
prime minister, traditionally a Souni 
Moslem,elected by parliament instead Of 
being named by the president, Salem said. 
of world leaders, ~ncluding ]Prime Minister Trudeau: 
Coernenko has been Viewed as a front,runner: in the 
succession struggle since the Soviet. Uninn went into 
mourning for Andropov after' his death was announced 
Friday." :. • 
Yet western dil~lomats had speculated that the elderly 
Chernenk0's health might weigh ~gainst him/He was ad- 
mitted to hospital with pneumonia l st spring and missed 
one of the Politburo's key public appearances, the May I 
Red Square parade. 
by RALPll RESCHKE 
Herald Staff Writer 
TERRACE-- The videe war is on, and 
Ttlllcum Theatre owner, Bill Young plans 
to fight the gr0wing video cr~.e by joining 
in the battle and selling video'mov!es 
through the theatre, 
He says he has discussed this with 
theatre owners throughout the province, 
and they agree that this would be'the only 
alternative to going out of business. 
But'is business really that bad? 
"You better believe it is," says Young, 
"When limes are good I used to pay bet- 
ween two and three thousand dollars a 
• week for movie rental. Nowadays, it's 
more like $6O a week, so how are we sup- 
posedto keep ours doors open?" 
The .common complaint of most in- 
dependant theatre owners, not only here in 
B.C.,bet in all of Cunado, is that movie 
distributors are releasing video movie 
cassettes to close to the opening date of the 
first movie films. 
The small, suburban theatres are faced 
with growing competition from major 
circuitT.V., cable T.V,, and over the last 
few years, video movie-cassettes. 
According to Young, the demise of the 
small town theatre .is inevitable, if the 
theatres cannot procure first-run movies,. 
or hot Second-run "movies before the video 
outlets get a hold of them. 
It is his opinion that the distributors are. 
just irying to get the most out of beth. 
markets by releasing videos and films at 
the same time, but~in reality, it's the small 
theatre owners that are going to suffer. 
He feels that inorder for any film to have 
significance it i~is to perform in the 
• theatres first and then it can be released to 
• the andllary markets. 
.. " ~'The theatre creates the 'want to see' 
attitude in the public, and this is what the. 
distributors: hould be concentrating on," 
. " *What ends up happening is that video 
te~il outlets get the video before the 
.~. theatre gets the movie;, thereby creating a
~ : loss in revenue for the theatre owner. 
:.- :-.*:And if the distributors don't release 
maybe final occupation," he-sa|d. 
'FUTURE iS CLOUDY: 
-; C.~emaycl's appearun~ebef0re the foreign" 
preds~WaS bib first since his U.S; armed and 
• trained army lost control of Moslem. West 
Be~luL But he refused to respond irectly 
to qu~tions about hispolitical future. 
Gemayel said only that he Iiopes to form 
a broad-based government and said 
agreement on this will be ~'~ached "in the 
near/fut'ure," probably during the i next 
round of'reconciliation talks in Geneva. 
Most observers feel C~mayei has little 
alternative but to negotiate. Western and 
Lebaness military sources said the 
Lebanese army has been severely 
weakened because about a: third of Its 
21,t)00-member combat force has refused to 
fight: or has been neutralized. 
Th~ army, like Lebanon is a whole, has a 
, , , ? :  
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'Meeting offered 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The leader of the Canadian 
Paperworkers Union says he will recommend to Union 
delegates ata paperworkers'strategy session that the union 
return to the bargaining table with the pulp and paper in- 
dustry this week. 
"Their lockout is. absolutely ridiculous and I don't holcl 
out much hope for a quick settlement," Gruntman said in 
an interview Sunday. "But I'll tell the delegates, 'let's go 
and meet them' to find out whatthey bare to Say." 
"The 7,200-membor union willprobably be back at the 
bargaining table on Wednesday, Gruntman said. • 
That's the same day that representatives of the 5,500- 
member Pulp, Paper and Woodworkers of Canada are 
scheduled a meet with industry representatives, 
The lockout of the 12,700 pulp and paper employees from 
20 mills across B.C., which began Feb. 2, is costing the 
industry $8 million a day in lost revenue and the workers $2 
milllon.a day in lost wages and benefits. ..: 
Grnntman said he will follow up today's trategy session 
with union delegates'with a meeting Tuesday with the other 
pulp union. 
• Dick Lester, president of the Pulp and Paper Industrial 
Relations Bureau, said Sunday the industry has been 
Waiting for the unions to get back to the bargaining table. 
MEETING ARRANGED .- 
"The meeting with'thePPWC was arranged a couple of 
weeks ago. We're also ready to meet witl~ the CPU," he 
said, 
Tire lockout began after the industry had set a deadline 
for the unions to begin ssrious negotiations, Industry 
leaders aid they believe unions wanted to wait until spring 
~when their bargaining position would be better-- to start 
serious talks. 
The unions said the companies dragged their feet during 
bargaining for eight months then suddenly decided it was 
time tosettle. 
• The unions ay they will not accept a three-year contract 
or any collective agreement concessions and they want 
Pension increases at least in line with the cost of living, 
~The industry insists it needs a three-year deal for stability 
and has asked for concessions on holidays. 
• Complicating the dispute is an agreement reached in 
December between the industry and the International 
Woodworkers of America, which was a three-year deal witi~ 
a wage freeze in the first year, four in the second and 4.5 per 
cent in the third year. 
.,i/i~-. ' . FORT 
Young explains that recently, Twentieth 
Century Fox 'made an announcement 
regarding their video release policy. 
They will now exercise the right to 
release video movies of first run films only 
90 days after the film has been released. 
The problem with that is that the studio is. 
ealcutating the release date for the video on 
when tl~ fiLm opened up in Los Angeles or 
New York. 
By the time the film has come to the 
suburban theatre, the video will already be 
availahle to the home market, cutting 
further into the revenue 'of the theatre 
o w n e r s .  
He says this will spell disaster for many 
small theatre owners who are already 
finding it difficult to stay in business at 
present. 
So what can theatre owner's do, to 
counteract this growing concern among 
themselves? 
"Well," says Young, "videos are films, 
and as such, they are related to what we're 
.shewing in the theatres, So if they're 
related, why don't we start making them 
availahle through the theatre as well;" 
He says he has been discussing this 
posaibflity with other theatre owners and 
they agree that this is a step that will have 
to be taken. 
Young says timtseiling video movies 
from his theatre would be the Ideal solution 
to the problem because not only is there a 
building from which to sell from, but the 
customer base is already there, and as 
well, new staff do not have to be hired. 
Another possibility fcir theatre owners is 
the formation of a co-operative association 
amongst themselves, but he says that this 
is something that's still on the drawing 
board. 
Bill Young is.definately going ahead with 
his plans to rent videos from his theatre, 
and when bedoes, he wlllprobably bothe 
first in B.C. tc do so. 
It's just another concession that theatre 
owners have to make to advancing 
techaolGgy. 
In the '30s it was radio, in the '50s it was 
television, and now it's video movies. 
Bill Young has plans 'for his. theatre, 
There was no immediate rcaeUon front, . majority of Moslems, and maniy refused to 
the leaders of the SMite Moslem or D0-use' fir~ on Islamic rebels when •major fighting 
militias to the statements, although the erupted last week. 
plans he hopes will keep his operation a
viable one. 
Watson still determined 
Pa~ Watson, the protesters 
arrived in this' northeastern 
B~C. commun!ty a week ago 
bent , on thwarting the 
g0vernm.ent's plans to ,kill 
about 400.wolves in a 14,000- 
squarF kilometre area in the 
rugged Kechika Valley. 
The government main: 
tains the program is 
• necessary, saying an over- 
population of wolves is 
responsible for declining 
numbers of.moose, elk and 
caribou. 
But .Watson says the 
purpose of the kill is to turn 
the valley into an elk and 
stone sheep farm for hun- 
ters, thereby benefiting a 
local resort operator who 
~caters to big-game hunters. 
Watson, internationally 
known for his efforts to step 
the killing of whales and 
seals, hasn't had an easy 
time of it in this campaign. 
Soon after the group 
/ arrived in Fort Nelson, it 
was refused ac- 
commodation. Watson then 
had trouble getting his 
campaign airborne when 
gasoline dealers refused to 
supply'him with fuel for a' 
twin-engine .aircraft the 
group had chartered. 
Watson later decided he 
needed a •helicopter to 
mount a more effective 
campaign, but aviation 
nperators refused to rent 
him ode. When one was 
finally obtained from one of 
the news crews following his 
exploits, Watson said it 
"mysteriousJy developed a 
rotor engine problem." 
Almost out of funds, 
'Watson and slx other 
proteslers then decided on a ' 
groused assault --  a tOO L
kilometre trek in the snow- 
_ cover~ wilderness to 
confront governmen~ 
NELSON', B.C Johnspn,'a, spokesman for the hunt. " 
Despite: the th.e group. " Meanwhile, Don Morloerg, 
problems., . it has., .an-, . And- Clint.~ Davy, a .Van-. aniinformation officer with 
couver. :...spokesman 
Sa~,slt'ss[ill'¢l~f~rminedt'o Project Wolf, said Sunday wildlife branch who has 
di~'upt / the..,B.C, govern. thatWatao'nisstillbepingt~o ~ been ~ in regalai :  radio 
meat's- wolf-kill Program.':. be able to get hid handson a
• i~d by environmehtalist ~ helicoptsr--~Ssibly today; 
Davy • said the protesters 
have been making financial 
negotiations" with a 
helicopter operator in 
Deasa Lake and hope to 
'obtain an aircraft to ferry 
them into the hunters" 
camp. But they would only 
be able to use it for about six 
hours, he added. 
Should . the protesters 
reach the camp by air, their 
next step "will depend on 
the receptioh they get 
there," said Davy. "The 
intent is to talk to (govern- 
ment biologist John)Elliott 
and tell him our views." 
SEEK INJUNCTION 
Starlet Lure, Watssn's 
wife, said Sunday the 
group's lawyer will try 
Tuesday or Wednesday to 
get a court injunction to stop 
Man stabbed 
TERRACE-- As the result of an early morning stabbing 
incident on Feb. 12, a Klilmat man has been charged with 
assault causing bodily harm. 
The incident took place at the Coachman Apartments 
Sunday at approximately 8 a.m. in an apartment occupied 
by four males and one female. 
A dispute rupted and resulted in one male slashing 
another male across the face with a knife. 
The injured man was taken to Mills Memorial Hospital 
and treated for lacerations on the cheek and nose, and was 
later released. 
Brian Viekers, of Kitfurnat, has been charged with assault 
to cusso bodily harm, and will appear in court oday. 
-contact with Elliott, said the 
• hunters: killed' two wolves 
Sunday -- bringing to 58 the 
.number of wolves killed. 
Morberg said in a 
telephone interview from 
Prince George that Elliott, 
Who is due to leave the area 
Feb, 17 for a break, has 
been told the protesters" are 
hiking in by foot. 
"But he didn't have nqy 
reaction tO that.", 
Morberg also said it's 
ironic that the wolf.kill 
program is being conducted 
under the direction of the 
Environment Ministry, 
which also handles search 
and rescue operations, 
"If the worst happened 
and they tWatson's group) 
had to be rescued, it could 
be kind of funny. I don't 
know. if they'd want to be 
rescued by us." 
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hunters at their base camp. 
They were' ill-equipped 
with one snowmoblle, l~a " ". 
small CB radio and a . - 
calibre rifle. 
Three of the seven had to 
limp back to'town, one 
suffering from frnstbll~, 
But, all is not lost.. The 
Caska Indian band supplied 
the remaining four with.. 
snowshoes and says it wl l l  
also provide them wlth lwo 
snowmobiles, said At 
Paga2, The Herald,~onday, February 13,1984 
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Letters to the Editor 
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To the Editor, 
. It is disconcerting to realize that in this decade of 
technological escalation and profusion of knowledge there 
exists an enlarging segment of society so remote from 
physic/d contact with that part of the world where animal 
habitat has yet to be d0mned, high-rised or hard-topped 
forever sway, that it remains incredibly ignorant of what 
actually occurs outside its urban.aniverse. 
Quite more alarming is the realization that. this 
misguided segment ispromoting, through its ignorance, the 
annihilation of several essential, locally depended-upon 
food species, to the temporary benefit'of an overly~ 
successful, albeit' fascinating, species; the voracious 
timberwolf, apredator that is infinitely different from the 
gelded, raised-in.the-parlour-on.krumbl~ four-legged 
movie stsc. 
But perhaps I'm equally as naive and trusting as are the 
project wolfe's, if I can't reengnize that a "con game", 
especially of such histrionic proportions, isbeing played on 
that deludable company of tenderfeet by certain self- 
appointed eterminers'of human activity who conceive 
"laws.of convenience" and masquerade in the guise of 
conce+rned nvironmentalists; who self.righteous!y, profess 
kno.w|~flge and concern about,~n animal species of which 
they knaw~nbsolute!y nothingi, and prohably care less about, 
wh i le~e i '~g their:Owfigalhs and fame. Aisme 0ften: 
revealed as mischievous infamy. 
Contrapused tothis league, but no less concerned with the 
quality of nature+ isan authorized, specfficaill~ instructed 
organization of professionals, headed by the honorable 
Tony Brummet, minister of the environment, MLA for the 
precise area in question and one who understands his 
bailiwick very thoroughly. 
Mr. Brummet was not elected by voters in H0okertown, 
Lightning-Striksville, Phoneywood or Haggishurg. -Yet 
they, whose communities pose far more challenges than 
they can begin to meet, have the audacity to tell Mr. 
Brnmmet how to run his rsintstryl What insolent fatuityl 
Mr. Brummet was elected, rather, by those habitually 
sensible, environmentally oriented, mind-their-own- 
business constituents of his home riding in northeastern 
B.C. Anyone who knows Tony Brummet, knows him to be 
an intelligent, logical, practical and straightforward 
parson, disposed to using common sense in all be does. 
He is the antithesis of the Paul Watoous, George C. Scotts 
and the many ignorant, egotistical, meddling uardians-of- 
whatever.invokes.the gr atest.media.coverage hypocrites 
who are ever on the hunt for new "bandwagons" to'scurry 
onto; "do-gooders", who, like the wolves they espouse, 
have probing noses and far.echoing howls. A clique, of the 
coin's opposite face, to the unpretentious, mind.their-own- 
business residents of the northern hinterland, be those 
residents humans or ungulates. Let Mr. Brummet and his 
associates do their jobs without any more of this maudlin 
contrarinossl 
Unfortunately, no permanent cure has yet been 
developed for cranioproctecoitus, so projec~ wolf will likely 
become pidemic before it runs its course. Poor moosel. I
think I'd rather take my chance on being a wolf; it's good to 
have friends who sincerely care. 
The Northern Separatist, 
.lames K. Hobart 
To the Editor, 
On May 1, 1984 the provincial government plans to shut 
down permanently David Thompson University Centre in. 
Nelson. 
I ask you to consider what is being closed own: 1. B.C.'s 
only degree-granting post-ssoondary institution east of the 
Lower Mainland. 2. An institution which offers courses in 
rural education and writing which are unavailable 
elsewhere in Canada. 3. An institution whose offerings in 
the performing arts (music, theatre) and the visual arts 
attract students from all corners of the province for their 
quality and unique atructuro. 4; Over 100 jol~. - the wealth, 
resources and talents of tOO families in a community 
already racked by a ~7 per cent,unemployment rate. 
The closure of IYrUC will deal a tremendous blow to our 
local economy. But it is far from being a local issue. 
Education in 811 the province is the responsibility of all the 
people. It is our collective commitment tothe future• And 
in its diversity lies our guarantee for succass. 
We are realists in Nelson. We know we ea~ioot enjOy:all 
the amenities of the Lower Mainland. We cannot have B.C. 
Place nor Expo 86, but then these are L'eally'the domain ~ i 
all B.C. citizens. SO then is David Thompson University 
Centre. J + m + # 
The government'a closure of DTUC wi l l  mark a new 
height in insensitivity to theneeds of the B.C, Ihtarier. 
Restraint is not an idea many of us here would quarrel 
with, It is good to live within your means. I t  is good to be 
efficient. If education Is an orchard, then it is good to tend 
it, water it and prune it carefully. But where is the wisdom 
in chossing one young tree, smaller, fragile, a lltUe dif- 
ferent than the rest, and cutting It dow/i completely? 
I urge all British Columbians to write to the Honourahie 
Mr. Heinrich to share with him theh"f .efJlugs onthis issue. 
It is not Just a local issue. If lyruc falls, more will follow 
for the message will then be clearly sent: the people do not 
care .  
~. Sincerely, 
B. Deon 
_ - . - , 
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LONDON (Reuter).--.The oldest ~i~ali',+t.o;l~+~::!~e Strain;.. som~•;:,;ieadei~ .:have L• fun~al.lor ~dldi+0 "V Whil~ ' Andr0poV sent irudeau a: .. ~ .Zhatcher.A +has. {+'-:'~%~{Y 
West senses.an, o~n!ng for' m opL' ,imwerl~:'~.++v|el. ~dt' adoptedaii~tive~rolein thd]~p~d~ts  Ro~R~gah letter indicating interest in ano.~pt~,.~ffe~nf?i~,++ ~ 
trotter relanons wlm :"aria a member'...+0U the ' search for.a th +handbthers' or' ~l""|Iniid Sl~l~ :and ih~ canadian leader s peace " "inmc-~-, -u-~ -, +,,x~..,~ 
MOSCOW after the cleath Of Kremlin'-leade~hlp+'~+ +01d"remain caufio~:. ; " :~+--~0 :'+--+~t" ;#-and" ~of ;i7ort. "Iron ' Lady" .by M~w,  
Yuri Andropov-and the guard, is+expected to-Sen- Thedifferent'avproaches Prancoonl~Ito.stavKolne Bush said Sunday the vmltedHunga.ry!!+day~s;+go 
~ippointment of Konstantin tinue ?Andropov'.s,~iici+s+ • were clearly ales-s-reseated ; .  Washin-~ton + '  "+endin,i chan.e of Kremlin +n her first tr.lp to a +~+.je.+~ 
Chernenko as .head of the at least/for the:U++ :being. when leaders'such as +West ' Vlce-Prcaldent "..'George leadership is an openmg for blocco.tmtry~ince a ~g 
.Soviet. Communist. party, • Although +:.fits ~/weatem German Chancollor Helmut Bush',to the.: funeral, has, - l~tter relations, but ::he power In i~e. ~ ~++ ' ..i:.."~/:. 
out me western masers governmehts. flays Te'hlled Kohl and ':~BriUsh.i-Prlme . Consistentl,, held the ontlon/made clear after meeUng _ . ,~__±,_..L~.'.~',,:~,. - .., - -, .... .,: ~- ,,, . • • ~ : .. > 7 ., v . ' Tnelce-Dream.,!~ Vlmi am 
seem split on just how to . for improved r~ati0nsiwjth Minister :.Margaret .Thah ;of highest' level U.S.-Sovlet wpli Thatcher . that -=-arded • by  i i~ i 'n  
pursue it. the new Soviet'~!eddei, Bli p cher• d~id6d : to; attend .~ meetings in/'eserv'eiiending washington does not believe ~, , ,~o, , .  A~ ~e~'a  
Chernenko, a t  72 the after months Of +1~aSt~West Tuesday~'s : Red :Sauarb" ,,;~m,~ ~¢ i,,g,,i,o, • ,ho level of reoresentation m~.: ..... -~_ -~.~- -~2~? • . .. ' • : .~ ' ~.:- . . . .  ass.,..,.~..., o.: . . . . . . . .  . ' "'~ . " _ solter si nius w lviuli!ii++l~.,!llt 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . " West C, e rm~ amon at themneral isof supreme .. g.  ,~ .... ~+'. 
f "  ' ' /~  ". " ,  ' i~  ~ ; " '~ Y' g ' . a time when ~eagm~ ~was • , , + .+ . • ,+  • , , .  , , '  . ++, , ,  
• : : '~ . . . .  • .' . ..... | Washington s 'closest West importance . . . . . . . . . .  ~. ,h~.~.. 
I " " i ' ' i P + ~ : d Jil " " : :  1 i ' 1 m,opoan . , , i e s ,  has long  + -Tbe,president (Reagan) mm~71owae°~P"tollne":'.:i~ff~'i~ 
' : "::; ."  . "  " adv.ecated!:mmn~Its o did not go to Presldent . ~.. i>/,~;- 
. . . . . .  . : ~ Y. '.~i.~..:~ ~ i.~'/i!;i ;+ ,/reduce ten'ton, one "cannot, :. (Leenld) Brezhnev's spoecnes, " ~7 :(:'~'~?:; 
- ~ ..... ' :," -: Yco~duct "bualnebs without', funeral (in November 1982) ' ~ <:~+" 
"/personali t~ntacts and and the relationships cer- Sir James Eberle, i'i~a 
~.Jm0wledge.of the.~,ople On tainly haven't dramatlcally leading. British expert'Libn 
: the other+ alde,"~ a "West improved since then , "  he East-West relations,+'+~niiP" 
:' Germ~+diplomat s id . ,  told reporters, ported Reagan's. dec[B ion  r 
' "I think more important not to attend Andropo~'s 
• " "  ' • . . . . . .  i . i~m, l . ,~  lhn i ,~+. f im,  
'MET ANDROPOV in his cas~ than the form IS funeral, saying that;:afler 
L/i:!Kohl is-!the only Western tho' substance. And the levels of rhetoric<l~'l~n 
• the two leaders bad ,~ 
l 
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", !~dei' to .have~. met with 
./Andropov/during the late 
president's 15-mbnth .term 
in office. . . .  
.: Prime Minister .~'rndeau, 
who also will" attend the 
funeral,-had want6d to meet 
with Andr0pov. to promote 
h is  . East-West .. peace 
.' initiative;';fiUtrtl~e meeting 
never came about,-although, 
• . ,j 
- " " - .  x "  
substance is that I will be 
making clear to those who I 
might see (in Moscow) ... 
his desire for peaceful 
relationships." 
Bush said that many of 
the Reagan ad- 
ministration's Soviet ex- 
perts felt i t  would be 
inappropriate for Reagan to 
go to Moscow at present. 
recently, avisit by th~:lY, S. 
president to Moscow at'/this 
stage would have bet~.~.?too 
much of a swing.' . . .  ~i+/' 
"What the Soviets dislike 
most is inconsistency,',' ~ald 
Eberle, director of ~the 
Royal Institute For 
International Affairs,.~.in 
London. 
Kit raises new fears- 
-'- WINNIPEOi (CE').~ Aidt designed to 
helpspot communicable diseases and drug 
abusi~ in the e!a~rd6nf is ral~ing fears that 
iseme-tnachers~/nay be~,tempted to play 
!'/doctor, : • :' ' ~ ' 
The information kit, developed by two 
University of Manitoba professors, comes 
r along at a time when some health 
'.', authorities believe teachers hould'stop 
i relying on school nurses fo spot illness and 
look moi-e closely, fo r signs of problems 
'L S themselves, . 
But the project hnS'ialse prompted con- 
cern that teachers.will be encouraged to 
i make diagnostic declsions.better left to 
doctors. 
Herb Thompson, director of program 
"delivery for the Alcoholism Foundation of 
"Manitoba,says teachers need to be trained 
to spot "inappropriate b havior, but not to 
• diagnose ~what the problem is." 
"We don't want teachers to think they're 
doctors, but we want them to know what to 
look for and whom to contact," he,said, 
"It's something teachers •have had+no 
training in and we thought i  was important 
to givethem something, 
"Next to parents, teachers ee students 
more than any other adult and are in a 
position to see any kids who are not 
behaving the way they should." L'. 
Dr. Margaret Fast, assistant provincial 
epidemiologust, says communicable 
diseases are not a current problem in 
Manitoba schools, but another official 
disagreed strongly• .,-" 
Dr, Doug Lookburst, Winnipeg's ~ieputy 
medical officer, said soHous infectious 
diseases are an ever-present threat .to., 
students, v, : 
"Whenever you have people' gathered , 
together in an institution the opportunity • 
Thompson.said;n O one wants'or expects for the spread of infection is much greater 
teachers to "sit thero ,saying: 'Is that.a thanifthey~w~reintheirownhomes.lfyou.~; " 
vma~'ijtu[n~a'~i)i'oble111~oP'~+cocaine'p robl~li~+ "don't-,'flnd i'~onimun~ble dimm~se., inst '. 
or an alcohol..,b.robleni?.;IWe just• want sch00ls~ you~t?.jttq.~jDt J991411!g fqr+,<j~+;hsd'f- 
teachers to recugnim'4hore isa problem He said the kit could help teachers reduce 
and refer it to the-app~'priatp resource." 
The kit', designed by. James Waish, 
assistant dean of education, and former 
dean Eric MacPherson-with a $30,000 
federal..grant, cdi/tains videotapes and 
written material on drug abuse, health 
disorders and.~mmunici~ble diseases. 
• Welsh said in an intervoew that the. kits,. 
which'are expected to. be available to 
Manitoba school divisioqs and education 
students next fall, emphasize identification 
and referral of~health problems -- not 
diagnosis. 
Shoplifters emotional? 
• the spread of potentially' dangerous! 
illnesses. • +. 
"We've always felt that teachers ought : 
not to rely totally on the school nurseto do , 
their medical assessments for them," i 
Leckhurst said. "There's a lot of illness 
that doesn't come to the attention of. the 
nurse•" 
• , • 
Lice, rubella, hepatitus, diptheria and 
scarlet fever are among, conditiona iden- 
tified Winnipeg schools so far this sehsel 
year, .and Thompson said drug abuse 
continues to plague the sehool system. 
Chinese women celebrate 
More than 2,000 lawyers and law teachers 
provided free advice to women at Ioo 
beotha set i,p .at shopping centres, parks, 
railway stations and other public places. 
On a sunny winter's .day, thousands of 
women took advantage .of the. publicity 
campaign, organized by the municipal 
government. 
Article 48' of the Chinese constitution 
.~ states: "Women in the People's Republic of 
China enjoy equal rights with men In "all 
Most Chinese Women work and many 
complain that when they get home,, they 
still are expected to do the cooking and 
cleaning.' ~,lth0ugh officially, frowned on, 
divorce is.bee+ ornlng more common. 
\ 
Marital pl~blema nd the right Of women 
to inherit family property were among 
topics raised with lawyers Sunday, the 
official Xinhua news agency reported. 
At an. informdtion booth outside the 
Wangfujlng department S ore in the centre -' spheres of fife, political, economic, ultural 
and aoolal, Including family" life." . . "of Peking, a 3t-year-old woman complained 
.. .~ that her husband often beat her and 
ArlEicle 49 adds that "mother and'~' child lawyers'advised her to bring a suit,against 
are protected: by the state, and him in arlocal court, Xinhun i'eported~ 
maltreatment of .women and children is Cut Hu, director of the city's Judicial 
prohibited. 
But the official Chinese press in- 
crelisingly reports complaints from women• 
about discrimination and maltreatment, 
including wife-beating. 
• Bureau+ isald: ','We first organized such 
ac.tivitlee last y~ar, which were well 
received because they.helped the tit|sons 
raise their awareness ofthe legal system?' 
There will be more such publicity in,the 
• future, he said. 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Chronic shoplifters are not 
usually hardened Criminals, 
but middle-aged _women 
with emotional probler~s, 
says a woman who 
organized a self-help group 
for shoplifters. 
Linda Berry says the 
average shoplifter seldom 
does so ou t of need or greed 
and the items they steal are, 
User fees accepted 
VANCCOUVER (el ~) -- 
• Hospital user fees are 
widely accepted in British, 
Columhia and. hospitals 
must continue to charge 
them says HeaithMinister 
Jim Nielsen said Sunday 
night• 
"We get virtually 'no 
complaints about user fees. 
I •think most people ap- 
preciate the system," 
Nielsensaid in an interview 
after • getting a. warm 
reception from about 70 
B.C. hospital chairmen and 
administrators' at a • B~C. 
Health Association •con- 
vention Sunday,night. 
: User'. fees deter people 
from' running to hospitals 
unheeesserily, hesaid. 
When New Brunswick 
introduced user fees,, he 
said the province t~eported 
"utilization went down by 13 
• per.cent." 
Asked:if B.C, will retain 
the fees if the  federal 
government, approves the 
Canada Health Act im. 
posing financial penalties 
on . provinc~ Charging 
Lheni+ Nielsen said: :'Sure, 
there's a Chance." 
He said Begin's threat o 
punish provinces charging 
extra is "a dumb idea - -  
that's being kind." 
B.C. wonltl lose $50 
million a year II ~ it banished 
user fees: he said. Hospitals 
current.ly charge $10 tor a 
visit to an emergency ward 
and a minimum $8.50 per 
. day for a hospital bed. 
Nielsen would not say if the 
charges will be increased 
this year. 
Most provincial health 
ministers oppose Begin's 
Canada Health Act. But, the 
federal Progressive Con- 
servatives threw their 
support behind it in 
December, in what Nielsen 
called a "wisely chosen" 
move tO stop it' from 
becoming a national 
election issue. 
Nielsen argued ,that a .  
"new federal government" 
would be more receptive to 
B•C.'s p lea .  tlm+.~ it .,'.'be, 
allowed to run our own 
health care system" 
without interference from 
Ottawa. 
• Nielsen complimented the ' 
hospitsl + chairmen. ,for 
cooperating with the 
provincial government i  its 
attempt to .keep down 
hospital costs., 
The media and the NDP, 
he charged, "would prefer 
to 'belieVe that there is a 
tremendous amount of 
stress and nobody is getting 
along" within B.C.'s health 
system. 
He told the delegates thai 
they will be "reasonably 
pleased" with provincial 
budget plans for the 1964-8,5 
fibcal year. 
m~re often than not,~sen . i 
seinsa. 
They also .usually :have 
enough money on hand/to 
pay for items they t ry ' to  
steal, sa~,s Berry+' •who 
helped the . Peel-Halton 
branch of the Elizabeth Fry 
Soclety set up  a Help. For 
Shoplifters program ,in 
nearby Mississanga in 1981. 
Berry, 28, who "studied 
psychology" at , York 
University in Toronto, nays 
only three per cent of the 200 
case she's dealt with, 
women convicted at least 
five times of shoplifting, 
have returned to crime. 
But she says police,-- 
business and- counsellors 
are concerned at.the in, 
creased incidence, of 
shoplifting, A Retail Council 
of Canada study in .~ioo2 
showed that one-third of the 
retail losses across', the 
country were due , to 
shoplifting. ' . . . . .  
"It's even more 
devastating than we 
suggested," says Berry, 
whoie project,  receives 
$25,OO0 from the provincial 
government. "Frankly 
we're at a loss on what to do 
with ,them." . 
TAKE8 NINE MONTHS 
She said the society 
initiated , the program, ' 
which takes nine. months, 
after it was noticed in court /
• that shqplifters had 
"substantial amounts o f  
money  on them or. the in. 
come breakdown suggested ~" 
they didn't need what they 
were stealing.~'. ' , 
The women were :' 
"severely traumatized by 
the court process," she ~ 
says. "They became tearful " 
and almost'hysterical. " 
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J im Ryan  leads  the  Ca ledon ia  Secondary  School  band  in 
amod i f led  vers ion  of  the  soundt rack  f rom the  h i t  f i lm,  
, F lashdance"  a t  K l f imat ' s  Mount  E l i zabeth  Theat re  on 
F r iday ,  Feb .  10, Ter race  took  par t  In the  th ree-c i ty  band  
ext rava~lanza .  The  event  was  the  1984 Band 
i i 
Ext ravaganza  and  was  to  be  made up  of  th ree  bands,  
one each f rom Pr ince  Ruper t ,  Ter race ,  and K i t imat .  
Unfor funate ly ,  due  to  a meas le  ep idemic  in P r ince  
Ruper t ,  that  c i ty ' s  band  cou ld  not  par t i c ipate  in the 
weekend 's  event .  
Most Soviet people greeted'~, ' ~t i f iue  Andri0p0k,'k"strict ::who matterdecide that'," he 
the, new~ of  Konstantin ' approach tO law and order.- said. • ,  .' 
ChelPFenk0's apPOintment, ~ ""Aodropov ':~ wad just. : 
today as Communist party beginning to  succeed Asked whether he  thinks 
generul secretary with little . there;" she said.' the rePOrted differences 
surprise. ,, ~,t the entrance to bqtween Chernenko and~ 
"Who else Could' have .... Moscow'aCen~al Market, a 'Atidropov are imPOrtant he • ,.~ 
taken  on this reel)on- mansaidhe does notknow said: "What differences? 
sibility?" one young man whether 'there will be a They.were all good friends 
asi~ed. "Helhas the right change in POlicy under in the Politburo." .
experience." 
Another man, shoulderd - 
,hunched against the cold, R R S P Decision 
said Chemenko is the oh- ~ = 1 • e" 
. vious succe . r  as party T ime Again chief and added: "He won't 
'change Andropov's policies, 
but the. emphasis might If You  Don ' t  Own INDUSTRIAL  
shift's' GROWTH FUND;  you  s t i l l  don ' t  own 
chernenko'sappointment the  be 's t  R'RSP equ i ty  fund in 
was announced on state "' Canada! 
television and radio, four. 
days after the'death of . , 1 year -up32.9  , . 
Sbviet~ ' leader " Yuri 5 years .up  155.1 
Andropov: . 10 years -up  484.0 
Soon after the news was: . Contributions for 1983 should be made now and 
broadcast, two old 'women transfers from other RRSPs should I~. made at 
ANYT IME. ;  
stood in the bright sunshine For further Information on Canda's No.1 " 
outside a bakery discussing RRSP equity fund, please complete and return 
Chernenko, who at 72 is the ' the coupon below. 
oldest man to take over in --All flguresthrOUgh October 31st, 1993. Dividends reinvested, Offer 
the Kremlin, made by prospectus only'. 
"Maybe young (52-year- 
• old Mikhail) Gorbachev Please send up'to-date information on Industrial i 
would have been better," GrowthFundto I 
said one of the women, well I 
into their 60s. Name " I 
"Nonsense," her friend " I 
replied. "~ is  is no job for a Address I 
young man. Chernenko is -[ 
reliable and I'm sure he will' Code i 
carry on Andropov's policy C. Michael O'Brlan [ 
of peace." PITI~IELD MACKAY ROSS LIMITED I 
• 1995 - 650 W. Georgia, Vancouver, 6.C. V6B 452 • I 
A third woman echoed 'a ,2-re-,m? (co.eu) '* . - - . I  
common view, saying she . . . . .  - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Police ordered to return :funds to bank 
'TORONTO ((~P) --.Police. motion requiring that • the working, he is "penniless." 
were ordered tbday to money seized by police at He refused to say what type 
return to the Canadian the time of Molony's arrest of workMelony, 29, is doing. 
Imperial Bank of Com- be ret~ned to the bank• Molony's sentencing, 
merce more than $30,000 of Where he used to work. originally scheduled for 
the $10.2 million in bank The money amounted to today, was'postponed until 
funds that Brian Patrick . $28,310,45 in U.S. funds and ' :March 22.. 
Molony gambled away in $411 in Canadian funds, , . '  
Atlantic" City casinos.- •. Greenspan requested the 
Edwaz'd Greenspan,, Greenspan told rePOrters postPOnement because Dr .  
Molony's lawyer, sue-.-.OUt~ide the court' that Rob in  CuSter, , a U.S. 
cessfully introduced a although his client is psychiatrist specializln," in 
pathological gambling, was. Crown counsel Peter 
unable to tome to Toronto to DeJulio put the net amount 
testify today at the sen- lost by the bank at $10.2 
tencing hearing, million because "Mol0ny 
repaid some of the money. 
Thi'ough an elaborate !> Molony pleaded guilty in 
nexus• of false, compan!esl, November to, what police ,~. 
and phoney, loans;. Molony 
defrauded the bank of $10.4 
million in Canadian funds 
and $5 million .(U.S,) bet- 
wean 1980 and 1982. 
Fisherman 'seeks alternative 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  West Coast fishermen, many deep management of the resource, refused in an interview to 
in debt because of poor c'atches and rising operating costs, give specifics about changes. "I keep my recommendations 
should consider an alternative occupation if Ottawa goes to my~olf." 
ahead with plans toimplement s ringent new regulations, Among the proPOsed changes - many recommended in 
says frustrated troller Run Fowler. the 1982 West Coast fishery inquiry report by economist 
say may be the.. largest 
fraud in Canadian history.• 
t court was told he made 37 
trips between January 1981 
and Aprtl 1982 to Caesar's 
Boardwalk Regency casino 
and also admitted that 
• between February 1980 and 
April 1982 he obtained 
money by making 93 loan 
transactions with the bank. 
At timesl the $30,000,a- 
year assistant - bank 
managerw0uld blow $60,000 
Fowler, describing fishermen as angry and confused ,Peter Pearse..--are a $100-milli0n bupbaek of boats, quotas at the throw of a dice. 
alY~idt'., their fd t~,  '~'~i~'a'Tn~tlh'l~ ; .  . _ Sire'day, _ hlg!)t .,.with.~ ,~- on, each rema~iqg boa~; nnd royalties on eat¢~(~S IO'P~y ~ovt~. ~ ~He, i~qs qualified t oap  
federal~.q~isherle~'MiflidfeTopie~i~ ~ D~:rl~hne~,'~ '~ like' " : ,  . . . .  .~ , . .~ ,  ii " : ' • ,,'*.:. ". "*' * .,' " ;'~p~vemdnsupto$55,o0oano 
.,-,badging~jOui~ilteail ii~a|d~d[ ~)hlj~),~o:~.=.~, ,~.. ., . . . . . . .  -,= uuy.~-~e,,~.'....-,: . . . . . . .  ' .,,..,, ,..,.....,,., ~. ,..,~, . ,, . . . . .  , : " : ., .~'" '"~ o: . ..  ' ~ nts,manager, not asking 
• • De Bane hinted Saturday that the buy-back --" advocated '- . . . . . . . .  - - 
' m n nsfirz " quesuons oz nts trustea "There's,,nothing. that. came Out. of .this meeting for by fishermen provided it, is accompa "ed by an i te "ed. '=~=,o,, i  o,~ . . . . .  .:.,4 to,.~,o,. 
fishermen, said Fowler, a leader of.the fisherman's salmon enhalleement'program --. ay be put 0~.the back" ~'o~;s'oi"u;~'o'$"/O~7000" "e"  
survivM lobb);. "What we need now at this particular time . . . . . . . .  _ . 
, burner is h0pe'for the future and ~er'e s been nothing given, to us . " • ~' ~ v .'. ~ ' , . Last:April 27, just hours 
tha~ indicatusin any way, Shape or form that there s any , :  Asked a~u t Such a :plan, the. minister responded; .~ after he had lost about $1 
.hope for'the future/ ' . ' . Should'the'taxpayers money beused tobuy back the boats million in 'the 'baccai'at pit, 
About 60 members of the survival obby, which took its o f . . .  bad managers?" • Molony ~as stopped for 
campaign forum orderly rationalization f the Pacific fleet 
to Otta~va last week, qmzzed De Bane for two hours at a 
closed meeting in a downtown hotel. 
NO COMMITMENT 
Fowler, vice-president of- the Pacific Trollers 
Association, said there was no commitment from the 
minister to salmon enhancement and no commitment to 
protect he habitat. 
"Our recommendations, have been totally ignored." 
De Bane, while insisting he r~ognizes the need for better 
Information demanded 
WINNIPEG (CP)  - -  The parents of two part-time soldiers 
who were killed when.their military Jeep flippod over last 
summe.~ are fighting to get more rinformatian about the 
teenagers' deaths. 
They%'e gathered a 2,800-name petition asking the 
.Department 0f National Detente to release docmnents on 
the accident. 
"All we ask is that they come forward and tell Us what 
really happoned,"said E na Kresney, mother'ofone of the 
winnipegreeervists. "Peace of mind iB what we are after.." 
Darren Kresney, 18, and Redney Lat~ende~u, iT ',were 
killed Aug. 21 when their Jeep upset in a militar~ convoy on 
the Trans.Canada Highway z~enr Moos0min,:Sask. 
'They were i-eturning to Winnil~g from Six weeks of 
Canadian Armed Forces militia exercises a t  Dundurn, 
Sask. 
Krosney said in an interview size and Laurendeau's 
parents have, questions about how the accident happened, 
but the Defence Department has so far refused to release 
transcripts from the military inquest. 
A letter from the department ~ays the armed forces 
doesn't want to make the information public in order to 
ensure witnesses at fitore military inquests are frank and 
willing to speak. 
Krosney said they have received'conflict!ng reports fz~om 
the RCMP, curoner and pathologist about he cause of the 
accident, how the vehicle rolled over and even at what time 
the boys died. ~. . :  .~ , .  
Kresney also wonders why the youths g'er~ driving in a 
30-vehicle convoy on the: Trans-Canwda Highway'when 
neither had a provincial driving lic'ence:'Darren Ki'osney~ 
who was driving, had a military iicence. 
However, Krosney said her son only lea~ized t0' drive 
during his stay at Dumdum.. • 
The open, quarter-ton vehicle he •was driving had a 106-' 
mllimetre recoilless rifle' mounted and waS' pulling a supply 
t r a i l e r . .  " 
"He had no highway experience,' no convoy experience 
and he had never pulled,a trailer before," Said Kroaney. 
Roland Laurendeeu, Rodnt~y's father, said the parepts 
have a right to know more than they've been told. 
"The information we've got is unsatisfactory to us," he 
said: 
Bill Blaikie, NDP member of Parliament for Winnipeg- 
Birds Hill, has taken up the case. 
Blaikle told a news conference Saturday he has already 
asked Defenee Minister Jean-Jacques Blain about the' 
matter informally. 
"His only response was that military inquests a re  not 
public and I should try the fr~dnm of information route 
which Is something I don't think MPs should have to 'do," 
Blailde told reporters. 
• He did not Specify how any buy-back scheme would be 
funded. 
Conservative fisheries critic John Fraser, who was to 
announce his party's plan for the West Coast fishery today, 
told the B.C. Steelhead Associati~nthat a buy-back has to r 
be part of the.solutton. 
NO MONEY . 
" It 's obvious the Treasury. Board has decided there is no 
money for a buy back because POlitically there would be no 
return for the government." 
Rob Rezansoff, another leader of the Survial group, sai d it 
.appears De Bane is planning to go ahead with area licen- 
sing and transferable quotas, 
"The ministeragai~ made the comment on transferable 
quotas and fishermen buying each. other out," said 
Rezansoff,.head-of the salmon seiners' associaiion:.."My 
God, we haven't got enough money to survive On now. Wl'at 
are we going to do with tran~erabl~ quotas. It's the demise 
of the fishing fleet." " . . . . . . .  
Rezansoff said De Bane wants :to change th~ entire 
direction of the industry from a common property to a 
privatized resource. 
"He says the' time of the common property is over, For  
the coastal fishing communities, for" every .fishermen on 
• this coast it means a total complete change in their'way'of 
llfe~" 
speeding on his way to work 
from the,~Toronto airport. 
court was:  .told that 
becaube Mpluny wassuch a 
good customer, he• would be 
flown to Atlantic City at the 
casino's expense after.. 
work..'He would return-to 
Toronto the next morning in 
time to Catch a few hours 
sleep and be back at his 
desk.' ; '. ~. 
The 5dnk is taring ]~gal 
action to recover almost $6 
million of embezzled funds. 
The first, step came when 
the bank won an Ontario. 
Supreme Court- motion 
ask!rig, for an injunction' 
freezing $1.42 million (U.S.) 
held~ by the eas'ino in a 
Toronto b~mk. 
• The bank alleges that the 
Atlantic City casino induced 
Mol0ny to gamble and lose 
millions. 
Provincial $500.000 
WINNING NUMBERS 
FEB, 10 
121sl0L lzl l l 
HERE ARE THE MOST RECENT WIRNING NUMBERS 
FEB. 3 ' JAC.-20 
[z Imq-diTISl.Sl 0l f=10 ie~ 
' JAN. 27 . ~JAN, 13 
• l!1,116121719[-~-[4i6jl]4jslTI21 
• Check each diaw date on ~'o ul'ticket and compare the number drawn for that 
date with Ihe number on your ticket. 
• If only the lasl six, five. four, three, ortwo digits on your ticket are identical tO 
and In the same order as Ihe win ning numbers above, your ticket is eligible to 
win !he cgrrespondipg, prize. 
I last 6 dlglls win $50,000 
lasl 5 digits win $1.000 
- I~|r4 digits Will St(](] 
, last 3 digits win S25 . 
list 2 digits win $10 
• (Complete prize details on reverse of tl¢l~) 
REDEMPTION OI ~ CASH PRIZES 
MAJOR CASH PRIZES: Winners of major prizes may ctsim their prize by follow. 
ng the claim procedure on the back OI tho ticket, 
3THER CASH. PRIZ.Ea: Other cash pr!zes UP to and including $1.000 may be 
:ashed al any orancn o the uanadlan ~mperlal Bank of Commerce trl Western 
Winners must print their name snd address on the back o! th~ ticket Io clam 
lhalr prize ,' , , " • , 
In Ihe eye.nt ot.di~ml~ncy bah,men Ihid list and the official winning numbers 
list, the latter snail prevail. . • 
EANAI~ 
II IOTTIRY . 
k~/ceml~ f(XN~n~ 
/RivTow is pleased to announce the inauguration of 
their new "Over the Road--Door to Door Express 
Service". This new regular service will supplement 
the weekly barge service. It will commence February 
7th, 1984. 
Now RivToW offers two regular  runs week ly - -  
by barge or  by  truck.  
This new road service, combined with RivTow's 
barge. Service, now offers regular twice weekly 
"delivery at very.• attractive rates to Kitimat, Terrace, 
.: Dr ink , - ,  I~ , ,nAv~ arts4 ~,-,',~ - • " 
"x  ' "o  
RivTow Freight 
In addition to the regular prize fund, 
INClAL TICKETS WITH THE 
B, 1984 DATE ON THEM 
tickets issued for February 17, February 24, 
March 2, March 9, and March 16 
ARE ELIGIBLE TO WIN 
5 EXTRA BONUS 
PRIZES OF 
'55,S55. 
• j Pr incmal 
• All t ickets w l th  t~ March  16 .1984 date  
j ,, a re  e l ig ib le  for thls bc. -~s draw.  
. . . . . . . .  • ' m'~' ' ~ "' '" ; - " "  ' • • - ' "= - - . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~lr--- ~?'11"Y, ,~  .~ - ] 
1984 
r 
- o '  - - t - ' -  Cl I I  he  o lc l  ...... . . . . . . .  '~I ~"I ~ . . . .  'I" ; I '  I I '  "' "~I'~ [~I "~''d'dl ~" d ..... . . . . . .  ' ' '~4 1 "''~ i " ~ ' ' l ~ ' d ) l ' ' ' " '  ~" ~ "- -  - -  d ~ t ' " 
I 
leads Canada in No  gian :roUt i Gaaner 1 " ~' ~ I
G E Daigneaul( fed/(~agner at Nor o:45, Flatly C,n s.., ~e¢. , sll0o Nor la:21; . ' '  . ' I 
the rlght ~rn~: ,0 f  ! the "'so¢o.d Por~ -. • scored three goals and would be broken by goal getting the puck. from ~.  
crease for theseventhigoal. ~. Ceneda,. FlsfeY (Lldster)" 
Mario ,Go~i~lli~ :.~fi:Thet" ,:,4 . . . .  4. Cenede, Oa0ner (Court- 
ford Mines,' (~ue.~ ~ianked nail)14:14" ' . '  " 
5. Canada Dr iver .  (Petr ck, 
Norway ~for , the ' .~t  ~ two Gagner) 17:57 ( i~)  - 
pedodsandwasrepiacedby Pena l t l . . - - : ' .Or lver  Can 6:M,  
• skaore Nor 1o:48; Foyn Nor 
Courtnall, Gaguer broke in 
alone, faked, goalie Jeern 
Goldstein. to the ice and 
went right to left across the 
slot to lift the puck over the 
goalie. 
Bruce Driver; also of 
Toronto, assisted byGagner 
and James Patrick of 
Winnipeg, scored on a 
alapshot from the left POint 
at 17:57 to give Canada 5-0 
lead goi/zg into' the third 
period. Gagner and Court- 
nail got assists on a goal by 
Jean-Jacques Daigneault of 
Montreal at 6:37of thefinal 
period, 
added two assists as Canada differential. 
'Olympic hockey team kept Canada finishes the 
its. unblemished record preliminary round Wed- 
intact at the Winter Games 'nesday against 
with an 8-1 rout of Norway Czechoslovakia while 
today. Finland plays the United 
• ~ It was the fourth win in as States. 
many games for Canada in The Canadians took a 3.0 
the preliminary round, lead on first-parted goals by 
Canada would qualify for Russ Courtnall of Duncan, 
the medals round if B.C., and Durren LeWd of 
• Czechoslovakia, 3-0, Toronto, and a second= 
defeated Finland, 2-I, as period score by Pat Fiatley, 
expected in a game later also of Toronto. 
today. Gagner, a first-reund 
A Finnish victory would draft plcklast year by New 
set up the possibility of a tie York Rangers Of the 
between those three squads National Hockey League, 
Darren .Eliot of Milton,Ont., 
: at the start:~f, the third. 
Stephen: :F'~';kpoiled the; 
shutout wi~ d goal at :16:44. 
Gagner '/; capl~d :, ::,, the 
ecoring* at =18:18 :with an 
unassisted goal. ~ : 
" Norwalf" hdckoY': 0ame ~:Mbnday 
at the ~ WIQter Olymj~lcs: ~:'..',.' 
' • "" .~ SUMIMAIIIy.";,:.' r ": 
' - ~:~ Fi~it;~Plwl~l*:~:.' ." ' 
' 2..'.~Genade, ~Lowo ~ ' , (F lat  ey) 
10:S3'): . ,  " ' " . - "  . ' " -,. 
17:20. .. • 
• .Thin(. Poriod. ' 
6. Canada, Dolgnooolt ICourt- 
nail, Gagnor) .' 6:37 
7 . .  Ca n o ld"  ; Gegner  
(Dalgneaull). 9:41 (pp) 
8. Morway, FOyn (Andareen) 
16:44 : . .  , 
9. Cmlacls, Gegner .18:18. ~ " 
Hanattles' , .Doflnelly, Can 
3:35, Karlstad" ,Nor' 9:00, Flat ey 
Can, Abrahamasn .Nor  double 
minor= ,12:~. , ' , '  
Shots on goal, ~ 
Ce~sdO :. ,~ ~ : ;  ~ ,12 1S 11"38 
Norway ' . . . "  I.O 4 4--18 
Od l l~- -  Gosla l in '  Eliot, Cad- 
ado ; ,  Merthlnaes, Goldsteln, 
~orway. . .  , . .  
Edmonton average without Gretzky 
Critics who claim Leveille made his first visit 
Edmonton Oilers are since suffering partial 
merely an average National paralysis after a brain 
Hockey League entry hemorrhage between 
without Wayne Gretzky peri.'ode of a game in Van- 
have been handed a full can couver in October 1982. 
of fuel to feed the debate. Elsewhere Sunday it was: 
'With Gretzky and Vancouver Canucks 6, 
linemate Jars Kurri out with Philadelphia Flyers 6; 
injuries, the Oilers have lost Calgary Flames 6, Chicago 
five in a row, including an Black Hawks 4 and Detroit. 
ll.0embarrassment Sunday Red Wings 2, Winnipeg Jets 
at the hands of Hartford 2. 
Whalers. Other results" Saturday: 
TheOtlers were 4-1 losers Toronto Maple Leafs 5, 
Saturday in Boston, where Quebec Nordiquns 2; New 
former Bruin Normand York Islanders 16, Van- 
couver 4; Calgary 6. Hart- 
ford 3; Buffalo •Sabres 4, 
Montreal Canadiens 3; 
Washington Capitals 6, 
Philadelphia'3; Detroit ,6, 
Minnesota North Stars 4; 
• New York l~ngers 6, Los 
Angeles Kings 6 ;  and 
Chicago 1, St, Louis Blues I. 
In •Hartford, Conn., Ran 
Frnneis scored four goals, 
Greg Malone had three and 
Sylvain Turgcon,,, Ray 
Neufeld, Chz'is ; Kot; 
sapoulous and '-Bobby 
Crawford one each. 
Crawford and Mark 
Johnson each ~drew three 
assists. 
The Oilers ~,ei'e a step 
behind all afternocn, 
trailing "3-0 after 20 minutes 
and 8-0 after 40, and took out 
their frustration ~ with 
glaring infractions. - 
Midway through the 
second'period, Edmonton's 
• Kevin MeClelland was 
called for intentionally 
levelling Turgeen with an 
elbow to the .face. The 
.Whalers' power play ~took 
advantage, pmducing,~four 
" goals within 4:06. 
Celtics licked by Philadelphia 76's 
Boston Celtics were 
licking their chops in an- 
ticlpation of manhundiing 
the crippled Philadelphia 
76era. ]n~ead. it was the 
Celtics w~o were licked. 
With Jt£~s E~v~ 
scoring ~0 points and 
Andrew Toney adding 21, 
the 76ere rolled tea  109-91 
victory over the Celtics in a 
showdown, of, National 
Basketball Association 
powers Sunday. 
Although ,~galn piaytng 
without Moses M;qone and 
Bobby Jones, the 76era 
manhandled the cold- 
shooting Celtics, owners of 
the best record in the NBA, 
for only their, third victory 
in the last nine games. 
• "Today was our day," 
said Philadelphia coach 
Billy Cunningham. "It was 
the best" game we had all 
month. 
"Boston's the best eam in 
basketball right now, but we 
Came into this game with a 
great attitude to overcome 
obstacles. Everything went 
well for us - -  rebounding, 
loose balls, everything." 
Boston's Cedric Maxwell, 
2-for-8 from the floor and 1. 
for-7 from the foul line, 
summed up the Celtics' 
afternoon. 
"We really played stink, 
stink, stink today," he said. 
Elsewhere, it was: Los 
Kngeles Lakers t08, Atlanta 
Hawks 8'/'; Utah Jazz 114, 
• Portland Trail Blazers 112; 
~waukee m~Cks 1o7, San 
D/ego. Clippers 100, in 
overtime; and New Jersey 
Nets 107/Houston RecRets 
Boston Garden since Uve 
been here." 
Jazz 114 Blazers i12 
John Drew's jump shot 
with three seconds left gave 
Utah the victory. Drew, who • 
scored 21 of his23 points in 
the second half,, led a 38- 
point  third-quarter, Utah 
charge that overcame : a 
nine-point Poi'tl.and half- 
time lead. IZrew had 14 
points in the third period as 
103. .. the Jazz broke Portland's 
Results Saturday: .san• five-g~ame winning streak 
Antonio 123, Detroit. 116; 
Cleveland 86, Indiana 83;. 
Chicago I01, Golden State 
96; Kansas City - 94, 
Washington 91; New York 
138, Denver 112; and 
Phoenix 108, Dallas 89. 
In defeating Boston for 
the third time in. five 
meetings this season, the 
76ers pulled away from a 58- 
57 lead with a 21,1 spurt. 
Boston shot only 5-of-24 and 
seer .ed 12 points in the third 
period, which ended with 
Philadelphia in front 79-63. 
Larry Bird, who led the 
Celtics .with 23 points but 
was only 7-of.22 from the 
floor, called it "one of the 
poorest efforts I've seen in 
and handed the Blazers only 
their third loss in 27 home 
games. 
Jim Paxson, the game's 
leading scorer', with 26 
points, hit a 16.footer to tie 
,the score 112-112. Adrian 
Dantley, who leads the NBA 
with a 31.0 average, was 
held to 21 points, 19in the 
first half. Wayne Coopez, 
had 21.for Portland. 
Lakers 108. Hawks 87 
Kareem Abdul-Jal~ber 
scored 26 points and Earvin 
Johnson added 23 along with 
15 assists and 10 rebounds 
as ~ Angeles won its ninth 
game in the last 10 and sixth 
in a row at home. 
points for Atlants,-'which 
lost its third game in'a row 
.and dropped out of a first- 
place t ie- in the Central 
Division. 
Bucks 107 Clippers* 100 
Sidney Moncrie'f scored 38 puck as he broke to the net, 
. . . . .  but Lindbergh allowed the potnts;~ including :eight m~;, ~, ,~ ;.,,~c, ,,~ .,:.,., ~. _.,_. 
-'overnme~,L,oren~.o~':ttomar:~).:~., ,: , . .~ ~, / , : . ,~ . . . . , ,  . .  
a im,  g iv ing  Wl l l tams n l s  gave the'Bucks the L lead  for " 1 
good 99-98 with 1:34 to:go second goal and the 
• " Canucks/the two points. 
Turgeen was knocked 
unconscious in the. fall, 
didn't play the rest of the 
game and is to undergo tests 
today. 
Hartford had only 30 
• shots,- but Edmonton 
gas,tenders Grant Fuhrand 
Andy Moot had as many 
problems as' their • team- 
mates. 
Gretzky, who has missed 
the last six games with a 
shoulder injury, .and Kur'ri 
are expected to rejoin the 
Oilers this week. 
Canucks 6.Flyers 5
In Philadelphia, Van- 
couver forced a tie midway 
.through the third period 
when Dercy. BOts's shot 
from outside the blue line 
bounced off the back 
boards,' hit Philadelphia 
goaltender Pelle Lindbergh 
• and rebounded into the net. 
With 1:56 .left, Dave 
Williams lost control of the 
when Terry Cummings was 
called for gealtending on 
Romar's baseline drive. 
The Bucks also got 16 points 
each from Bob Lanier and 
Junioi' Bridgeman -- .  who 
hit a 15-foot jumper with 
nine seconds/; left in 
regulation to send the game 
into overtime at 92.92.-- and 
12 from Marques John.~un. 
Nets 107 Rockets 103 
Darryl Dawkins scored 25 
points, including three free 
throws in the final minute, 
New ~ Jersey hit eight 'free 
throws in the final minute, 
including ,.'.'one by. Buck 
Williams that broke a 99-99 
tie and put the Nets ahead to 
stay. Williams and Albert ,
King each added' 19 points 
for the Nets, while Lewis 
,Lloyd had 21 for the Ogrodnick's 41st goal of the 
Dan Roundfield had 24 Rockets. Ralph Sampson,' ~seasonfor~etroitatlg:40of 
• .the second period ended 
;. scoring. RickMacLeinh also 
.~-seored~ for the Red Wings. 
• Deug Small. and Laurie U.S. a one-two downhill finish 
Lars M011n, Thomas Gredin '
and Nell Belland also scored 
.fQr the Canucks. Tim l(err 
hadtwo and Bobby Clarke, 
Brian Propp and Darryl 
settler one each for the 
Flyers. 
Flames 6" Hawks 4 
~In Chicago," Dan Quin  
scored twice and Mike 
Eaves, Doug Risebrough, 
Hakan Look and Richard 
Kromm once each for 
CQlgary. Tom Lysiak, Dave• 
Feamster, Keith Brown and 
Steve Larmer-replied for 
.the Black Hawks, winiess in 
their-last five games. 
Jets 2 Wings 2 
Goaltender Doug Soetaert 
got the credit for Winnipeg's 
home-ice tie wi~ Detroit 
after Stopping 32 shots. John 
SARAJEVO (CP) - -  
Debbie Armstrong and 
Chrisin. Cooper scored a 
stunning 1-2 United States 
finish today In the women's 
giant slalom at the Winter 
Olympics while Canada had 
to be satisfied with a ninth- 
place finish by Lilsa 
SaviJarvi o f  Bracebridge, 
Ont. 
Armstrong grabbed the 
gold medal with a two-run 
combined time of two 
minutes, 20.90 seconds. 
Cooper wen the silver in 
2:21.38 and Perrine Pelen of 
France took the bronze in 
2:21.40, Tamara Mcl~tm~y 
Just missed makin$ it ~. 
medal sweep for the U.S 
when she finished fourth in 
2:21.83. 
l~'e-race favorite Erika 
Hess of Switzerland, winner 
of two of the three World 
Cup glant~ slaloms this 
season ,  was  seventh  in  
2:22.51 and Michela Figini 
of SwitZerland, the 
strongest skier in training 
runs/was i'a~. In 2:23.M.. 
A,~mstreng, 20, became 
the first U.S. alpine g01d 
medalltst since Barbara 
Cochnm won the women's 
slalom at S~pp~m in 1972. 
In her e~ y~tr on the 
America, ~n,  Armstrgng 
had never flnl~,hed higher 
'th~a ..~Ird l aa  World Cup 
race, 
For aaviJarvl, - Who 
finished in 2:22,73, it was 
her third top-10 finish in 
giant slalom this season. 
"I thought I could. do 
pretty good here," said 
3~viJarvi. • 
"After. last week's fourth 
at Ste. GerVais l~thought I 
could do ~t ier  here but I'm 
still very pleased." - .... 
Savijarvi, ~:,ho ~nalifit~l. 
for the Olympics tn the 
downhill, has ' b¢~me 
Canada's ueweat skiing star 
ins  discipline off.ca ~id  to 
be too technically difficult 
for Canadians who prefer to 
concentrate onthe downhill. 
But Canada has done well 
in giant• slalom in the 
Olympics. Kathy Krelner 
won Canada's last Olympic 
gold medal, in 1978, in the 
Stevenson wins 
QUALICUM BEACH. 
B.C. (C) -- Christhie 
Stevenson ofVictoria was in 
first place in the B.C, junior 
women's curling cham- 
piunship Sunday after 
completing all her games 
but she could still be caught 
by Krista Thompeon of 
Delta who has one game left 
today. 
Stevenson has a 7-2 win- 
record while Tbem~son 
Is 6-2. If Thompson wins her 
cUrling title 
game todby against Sharl champ Dabble, Lanzo of 
Demeanof  Golden; who 
has a 4-4 record, the two 
rinks will play a tie- 
breaker. 
The winner will go to the 
Canadian national janior 
women's ChalttptOn~hlp Ill 
Fort St. John March 10 to 17. 
Stevenson, who earlier 
this month won the high 
school girls curling 
championship, was up 5-0 in 
the third end over defending 
North Vancouver in the 
eleventh draw Sunday.. 
The rinks blanked the 
fourth end and Lane picked 
up twain the fifth and one in 
the sixth. Stevenoen got two 
in the seventh and Lanzo 
two In the eighth to make 
the score 7-5. Lanzo got one 
more in the nMth but in the 
tenth Stevenson eliminated 
Lense's rocks to win 7-6. 
Lanzo hua  3-5 record and 
one game 'left. 
Kup ld  Kermode throws the f i rs t  rock in the opening ceremonies of  the 
lad lesVa lent ines  bonsplel at the Terrace  cur l in  9 club. Looking on 'is 
(left) Vesta Douglas (mistress of ceremonies)  and (r ight)  Joan Davis 
(Bonsplel  chairperson).  
A event  winners in the Ladles Valent ines bonsplel. Shown-from I~ft to 
r ight Joan Hough, El len Black, Ann Mack,  and Ann•Hi l l .  The  r ink  
skipped by  Joan Hough is f rom K i t imaf .  
BosChman scored . Win- - 
giant slalom. And Nancy nipeg's goals; 
Greene dragged Canag~ • 
into intematiunal ski~g 
prominencewi th  her ' 
Olympic giant slalom. NHL 
victory in 1968. 
But neither of the four 
Cadedians could match S t= din 9 
either of those previous . ~ 8. 
: quccessas today.. 
Behind Savijarvi came ' -  
Diana Hnight of Fruitvale, wales coa,.rmm 
B.C., 17th in 2:24.66 and Patrick OIviskm 
Wb T F A P Laurie Graham • of  Islanders 35 20 2 252 202 72 
lnalewood, Ont,, 33rd,:in Rensers 3= IS , g-~s =It 7= Experience. gave ~ Jimmy 
wm 3= =1 4 z0 ns ~ Connors tbeedge he needed 2:26.42. Andrea Bedard of P~lla =v is V Z~d =04  " 
Sutton, que., 26th after the F,t, n =V S , ,  IS4 =~ •over young' Henri LeConte 
first Tun, was disqualified New JerseYAdams,Oim~o4~ s m. 24o =7 as the woHd's third.ranked 
for missing a gate during :suf alo 36 lea  =3= nv ~s player won a record seventh 
the second run. . sutton sa I |  3 ZSl tS~ l S  " " '  OUOhoC ~19. s ass t~ ,  U.S. indoor, tennis cham- 
"On the first run' I, was Montrpet z6 v s =:0 el= s7 pionshlp, 
Hartford 19 2v s zm =st 46 "He (Lecante) went for it " runqing too straight, at the Campbell ¢unfor/,nee 
Nerrls mm,.a and he paid the price/' said gates and I was getting t0b. Mln, ~ . s 256 =~ ~ l 
lowaitdthatwascostingme st. Louis . 222v aaosmso Conners, a 6-3, ~.4, 7-5 
a bit Of time," SaviJarvl .~ oefroltc~'c"° =o~t s,st ~ z.=°° zo'3 ~" winner S~day when 
saidofherflrstrunthathad,.,/Zoronto =ou 6=Zq~7746 Lecante double faulted at 
smy~e olv, s,.n match point. 
. her in ninth position. ' edmonton  39 14 S 3~10 Z43 SZ 
"The ~,cond run I didn't Calgary 24 21. ZtS ==~ st "I 've made a living off 
- wlnnl~,e =o =s ~o z4o =n so ski that wall on. the, top vancouver ~z zz ~ zs3 =4v so playing the big points," said 
pitch, on the ice. But I was cos Ann t7 21 12 |29 |$1 46 Conners. "They are my 
fourth a t  midway so that favorite situation. It's 
wasprettygoed. Butl lostit . n~ ~,e cw*lsn ~m known as grinding it out and 
National Hockey I.;oogue,'scor.. 
on the bottom." i~ le~ler= after g|mia Sunday it proven you haven't lost 
Hai~ht was 18t~ after the " '~:  your nerve." 
o A p !:The first run, nearly 2.5 seconds Or~'sky, Sd.~ at n ~S= " difference betwsen 
xurrl, E~m -~ ~ is Jimmy Conners and me Is behind*the leader, Cooper. ~OO, l,t, .   t . 
For the second run down eem, NYI = a u that he knows how to play 
337 " - "  p.  s t t s tny ,  Qua S4 ss~. the/ big points," said the el-gate, -met re  ~.yromer, NYI ~ St 79 
course, Hnight decided to , J~o , ,  sos ~ s~ ~ Lecante. ' "He's 31'and l'm 
c~,y, ~dm "~ st 7. 20; 'he's won ,101 tour- -"just really go for it ... I had . p,m,eu,, so, ~e 4s 7s 
nothing to lose." F~o.  stc ~v 4, 7s namentsandl'vewon one." 
B event  winners  were the Paulette Patterson r ink of .Terrace.•  Shown 
f rom left to r ight ,  Sharon Paisley, Kathy Gardiner,  Paulefte Patterson, 
and Marge  Muel ler .  
,Experience 
MEMPHIS ,  Tenn.  (AP)  - -  
wins for Connors/  
Connors's first them- Meanwhile, in Cl~leago, 
pionshipsince the U.S. Open top:seedsd Pam: Shrlver 
last September was worth overcame mid;match 
$45,000. Lecente earned 
S22,500. 
The match was halted for 
two minutes during the 
third set When LeConte 
collapsed from dehydration. 
troubles to down ~seeded 
Barb Potter 7-6 (7-4L 2-6i 6.3 
and" win a $1~,000 W0men;s 
tournament. The win. was 
worth $28,000. Potter eJ/r~ed 
$t4.,ooo. - ~ 
Fritz Buehning and Peter 
Fleming split $i5,000 by Carling "Bnssett of 
downing Heinz Gunthardt' :Toronto was eliminated 6.& 
and Tomes Staid 6-3; 6-0 in 6.3 +by. Wendy Turnb~! ~ in 
the doubles f ina l . ,  i . quarter-finals Saturday~" 
. P  . . ! r  
THE KIDNEY FOU~/DATION OF CANADA 
, " ~  it  ~mr  vk~m/am!  . ~ 
'1 |' P " .1 
, ! • . ' ., TheHera'kI, Monday,Februaw 19; ]'984~, Pal~$ 
Om.tneca takes,,   / 
The Terrace omineca Malle[t got the tying and/bombed the Terrace B team. Tony' Jakub0wski, Rob  
winning goals on two 16-01 ScottMarleau had four 'Ebeling,.and Garry Donald 
Si lver meda l  w inners ,  Ter race  Tro lans  Payne .  Center  row ( I - r ) 'Danet te  Rinas,  
hockey team shown here ( left  to r ight)  back  Kandy  D i l ley ,  Jeann le  h la rch l ldon ,  Fern  
row, Jo -Ann Rauschenburger ,  Tess Moore,  March i ldon ,  D iane  March i !don .  F ront  row, 
Rosealee DI I ley,  Eva .Mar ie  Sar ich,  Coach G i l  Rae.Lee McBr lan ,  T iger  Brown.  
allstars pulled off a come 
• from behind 8.5 win over, 
Kitimat Junior B Black 
Hawks in the final game of of the third period and got 
the 11th annual conu:n, erelal the go ahead goal at 15:37. 
hockey tournament on Chris Reneerkens added 
Terrace power-plays. He. , goals and Barry Boudreau each  . scored for 
scored the tying goal at 5:14 ~. picked up a hat trick to pace Ju~;eniles. ~ r ' "' 
Sunday to take home the 
• Herald trophy and the 
winning prize money• 
Terrace battled Kitlmat 
teams during the entire 
tournament. In round.robin 
play the Black Hawks 
defeated the Teiraee 
Alia .t~ars in overtime to take 
first place in their division 
and in a semifinal game 
Terrace needed a Shootout 
, to defeat Kitimat Allstsrs 4- 
3 to advance to the final 
game. 
In the final game Kitlmat 
took an early period lead 
when'Jay Glass scored from 
Jerry Choinicki. Four 
A yew successful ladies 
va lent ines  bonspei l  
wrapped up Sunday night at 
the Terrace curling club. 
The Hough rink from 
Kit{mat edged the Beckley 
dnk of Terrace'6-5 to take 
the A event. 
minutes later it was Regan 
Desroehe scoring for 
Kitimat'to give the Hawks a 
2.0 lead at the end of one. 
Desreche made it 3-0 with 
his second goal at 4:51 of the 
game as Omineca began to 
look fired. 
icingto the cake at IT:52 
add Lance Legouffe got the 
empty net goal. to give 
Omineca the 6-5 win. 
Wade Flaherty was 
named most .  valuable 
player of the tournament, 
Chris Raneerkens won the 
scoring trophy and Mike 
Lablond was named best 
defenceman. For Kitlmat 
Floyd Reinfjell was named 
best goalie. 
In semi-final ction it was 
the Hawks defeating Rupert 
Jr. 5-3. Kitimat got goals 
from Dan Markers and 
pairs on goals from Steve 
Nelson and Emil Gaguon. 
For Rupert .it was Paul 
Baker picking up a pair and 
Ed Boudreau adding one. 
In the other semi-final 
game it was Lance 
Legouffe's shootout goal. 
after double overtime that 
was credited as the winning 
Pete Tichner broke the . goal to give Omineca the 4-3 
Kitimat Allstars handled 
Prince Rupert easily 6-2. 
Kitimat got goals • from 
Minaker, Ben Wakita, Tony 
Harmell, Scott Marleau, 
and two from Brad Owen. 
Rob Toye scored both 
Prince' RUPERT GOALS. 
ROUNDROBIN 
ROUNDUP 
Kltimat Allstars 16 Terrace 
B0 " 
In the opening ame of the 
tournament Kitimat 
commerc ia l .  A l l s ta rs  
• bonspiel . success Terraee sllenceat9:lSand winoverKilimatAllstsrs. Valentines . . the Allstars came to.life. The two teams played teaS- 
.. Richard Kolner hff the 3 tie after regulation time 
-_  : 'mark from Larry Swanson and added two periods of 
Paulette Patterso~ rink Of In the C event it was D'event winners were the. and Mike Larock and the ~ overtime befoi'e going to the 
Terrace defeated the Bricker of Smith'ers JudyAustin rink of Terrace.. ' Kitimat lead was cut to one• . shootout. Each team was 
Parker rink of Terrace in defeating Thomson to take Traey Camazzola opened given three shots on goal 
the finals of 'the.B event, first" place. Br ieker , They defeated the Carson a birage of scoring late in penalty shot style. Terrace 
Patterson defeated Hurl in  defeated Radford to ad- Hak of Valemount. fin' the " the second period with his ' three out of three while 
the semi.finals and Parker /vance to the final while .semi-final it was Austin goal at 16:24 on a Kitimat Kitimat could only manage 
defeated Camich inthe i r  Thomson took out Elliot in over  McDermott.  and power-play. Steve Forrest to put two past Flaherty. 
semi-final co~test, the other semi.final. Carson over Ellsworth. connected a minute later to In the consolation game 
: put KiUmat up by three. 
Grade 8's second in zone finals Then i twasMlkeLablond . .  scoring for Terrace with 
- . . . .  • just under two minutes left 
• • in the period and Doug 
finals. 
In the girls' games  ~ Thomson got a power-olay 
goal with just 32 seconds left 
Skeens opened with.~/62-16 in the'period to put Terrace 
win over Thqrnhiil Grade back within one. 
8's and Booth. downed . 
Kitimat 37-27..Skeena then. In the third period it was 
played Booth and lost a all Terrace scoring as the 
c lue  34-31 game to the Black Hawks had a tough 
• time with Wade Fiaherty in Ravens.. goal for Terrace. Darcy 
: ; ,, 
Both Skeena girls, and tournaments in  Terrace. won the zone playoff in the 
boys grade 8 teams placed over the weekend. , boys division and Booth 
second in their zone final. ' Kitimal's grade 8 team Havens took the girls' 
Terrace Trojans hockey results 
i i:i~*'The Terrace Trojans eameaway with third place Trojans were named the 
in the five team event. The most sportsmanlike team. 
Kitlmat. 
Black Hawks 70mineca 6
, The:two top 'teams of the 
tournament met in reund- 
robin play and gave fans an 
exciting fast paced game• 
Kitimat came up with the 
win in overtime With a goal 
from Jay Glass. Other 
scorers for Kitimat were 
Regan Desroche, S teve  
For res t ,  M ike  
Stephonavieius, Don Me- 
Martin, and•Emil Gagnon. 
For Terrace it was Tim 
Koiner, Darcy Mallett, Pete 
Tiehner, Mike Lablond with 
a pair, and RichardKolner. 
Hazelton 6 Juveniles 3 
Hazelton ~got four third 
period goals to put the 
Terrace ~hryaler Juveniels 
down 6-3 in the late game 
Friday night. Hazelton got. 
two  goals from Dave 
Wakefield, and singles from 
Gerald Starr, Rich Simms, 
John David and Inn 
Tremblay. For .  the 
Juveniles it was Dave 
Kawinsky, Steve Turner, 
and Rod Phllpot. 
Black ilawks 8 Haz|eton 5 
Kitimat got two  goals 
each from Lou Parent and 
Jerry Choinicki to lead the 
Hawks to the i r  second. 
round-robin v ictory.  
Hazelton was shutout in the 
first period and got a late 
second period goal from 
MJohn David to leave the 
score 5-1 after two periods. 
Hazeiton. made a gallant 
effort in the last period 
getting goals from Jerry 
Young, Richard Simms, and 
the 
Terrace B 2 Rupert 14 
Terrace B took their 
second heating in as many 
' games as Greg Drummond 
got a hat trick for Rupert to 
lead them to a win io their 
fi~St game of the round 
robin. Other scorers for 
Rupert were Frank Burns, 
• Bob Toye, Mike Ciccone, 
Dave Baker, Ed Boudreau, 
Mark Hauptman, Paul 
Baker, and Ken Long. For 
Terrace it .was Mike 
Lambert, and Rob Bell both 
getting goals in the second 
period. 
Black Hawks, 10 Juveniles 3 . 
Dave Kawinsky scored all 
three Juvenile goals in a 
losing effort as the 
Juveniles •lost to the 
stronger Kitirnat eam 10-3. 
Scoring for Kitimat were 
Colin Parr, Don McMartin 
and Brent Rogers. Getting 
two goals each were Steve 
Nelson and Lou Parent and 
Emil Gagnon got the hat 
trick. 
Omineea 15 ilazeiton 3 
Omineca dominated their 
final round robin game and 
finished up in second place 
in their division behind :the 
Black Hawks with this win 
over Hazelton. Chris 
Reneerkens had four goals 
and Lance Legouffe had 
three to lead Omineca. For 
HazeRon i t  was Ian 
Tromblay, Winston teary  
and Jerry Young getting 
goals. 
Kiflmat A 10 Rupert 3 
Winston teary to make the Kitimat handled Rupert 
'easily in the final round 
score respectable. 
Omineca 12 Juveniles 3 
Omineca got four power 
play goals and a short- 
handed goal to defeat the 
Juveniles in their Saturday 
afternoon. Contest. Pete 
iTichner had four goals to 
lead Omineca and Lance 
Legouffe had three goals. 
robin game lea~,ing Kitimat 
in first place in the division 
and Rupert in second place. 
Sylvain Gagnon and Stucy 
Smeader led Kitimat with 
two goals each. ' Bob Toye 
had a pair for Rupert and 
Greg Drummond added the 
other Rupert goal. 
! ",!,~wo/nen's hockey team has :~il~d a successful season so team sends their thanks to In Prince George at the =ifar. Ken Schachner of Budget.• northern winter games the 
team picked up silver 
:~ ~' The Trojans recentiy who made travel expenses medals, in the eight team 
travelled.to Fort St. James reasonable. Jeannie competition: The girls are 
i :  'for their second annua l ,  Marchildon received 'best off to Prince Rupert next 
~i~hockey tournament,' and goalie, award and the Sunday. 
Sun shines in Sarajevo 
~ARAJEVO (AP) - -The 
~i'finally~ broke through 
m~t~y clouds ar0tmd this 
Winter ~ ' Olympic city 
: Monday as a four-day 
blizzard that disrupted'the 
Alpine skiing 'schedule 
e~ded. " '  
• men's 15-kilon~etre cross-' began digging out after 
country race ~ on.nearby what has ~en called the 
• worst storm to hit the 
Mmmt lgman both were 
• bathed in sunlight Monday 
morning. 
And on Mount• Jahorina, 
the first Alpine event of the 
Games-- the women's giant 
"Now we are going ahead slalom --  was held after 
with our schedule at full repeated postponements of 
speed," an Olympic other Alpine events forced 
organizer said. ' by four days of snow and 
'The women's 1,000-metre .wind. 
speed skating event in Elsewhere in Yugoslavia, 
downtown Sarajevo and the residents and travellers 
• On . Saturday Kitimat . 
downed Thornhill 36-20 in 
Downt  ll must wait again! 
one gam~ and 33-8 in  • 
another.. Skeena ~ edged ' . .  
Kitimat 36-30 to advance to 
the final game. 
! ..... :.-',,::c;2 """'±-'~"-th' '•:SABAJEVO , (CPL: ---~i: ~Themea's radon'Mount drvland,trainln~,,:eatching", TheCanadmns, of'course 
m me (mats ,, w~ ou~ • ' .... , ........... " ', . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' "~,~p:on th~ii-'~'e/idlfl~, a~d by 7 :Von( ~ave• l~at 0p;!~n... .... ? ,~ '~ i~o ~i~'~ '~'j~nnv/~There s , a ;popular:, but ~elasdica'; 'and' wom~n s 
. ' Ov~; t  . .~n~.~a~ . ~ ' ~ .  . . "~7"  "',~ " ' ' • • : • • Erricoscored 16 poin~ for frustrating saying m training on Mount Jahonna now pr0babl~, know "We've gone through a 
Booth while Caroline Sarajevo - -  "You must were both cancelled Sunday downtown Sarajevo as well certain period of time away 
Hendry had 9 points to top  Wait•" '~ 
Skeena. Visitors and journalists 
In boys' action on Friday from around the world, in 
• town for the Winter 
night, Skeena B downed Olympics, can rattle it off in 
Nishga 47-31, Kitimat 
dumped Queen Charlotte 44- half a dozen languages. But 
17, and Booth heat Queen no one at the Games has 
, faced a longer wait than the - 
Charlotte 47-26. " ' men's downhill skiers. 
In Saturday's games i t .  Their run for the gold 
was Skeena B over Skeena medal has been postponed 
A 53-40. Skeena B over daily and organizers 
because of continuing high 
winds, heavy snow.and fog. 
"I guess we'll just fold our 
clothes differently," Gary 
Athens of Kelowna, B.C., 
said of. his plans for the 
latest delay. 
"And we'll get better at  
the video games. Everyone 
is playing them like crazy." 
Video arcades or9 in 
constant use in the athldt.es' 
as some long-time 
residents. They have also 
turned into cheerleaders. 
"Yes, we've seen a fair 
amount of the other sports," 
said Steve Podborski of 
Toronto. ''WeL were at the 
hockey game the other 
night." 
S'unday night, coach Joey 
Lavigne took his team to the 
pairs figure skating. 
The postponement of the 
downhill to Thursday 
prompted Austrian officials 
to send three of their four 
downhillers home for a 
from home, whereas the 
Europeans'probably spent a 
couple of days at home 
before coming to the 
Olympics, so that could he a 
disadvantage to us," •said 
Athans. 
The'long delay may be a 
factor in the outcome of the 
men's race. A week of 
anxiety and  tension could 
.prove costly to some of the 
• younger competitors. 
Many of the veteran 
World Cup downhillers 
wonder" out loud how 
American Bil ly Johnsdo, 
country in 20 years . . .  
Five storm2related deaths 
• were reported by the official 
Tan jug news agency. The 
extent of property damage 
could not be determined. 
Police appealed to owners 
r dla9 s remained' without power 
Monday, said the Belgrade !medal  Ston . . . .  newspaper Politika, 
' .  ,. , . Most •Belgrade papers.- 
~ "  were forced to limit "the 
number of their pages 
Gold all. B. bocausenewsprint could not 
. , : : :  6 6 2 be delivered in t ime..  
, '  3 4 6 
• '~ ' . . . .  2 .3  3 I IT, I 
1 2 0  
', o ° : Stondinge 
EastGermany • 
Soviet Union .. 
Finland , 
• Norway 
..'Sweden 
United States . . . .  "~ ' *:~ 
,'Italy ' " '  . . . . . .  
Weat erm, ny • i i 
Canada : = : 1~.  : , : '  = r ' " 
• Czechoslovakia 
France 
Local Sports Shorts 
of abandoned cars to return 
to them and help in• snow- Queen charlotte 49-32,Booth decided Sunday to and media villages, and are 
clearing efforts Monday. ' over Nishga 33-30, Kitimat surrender temporarily toan especially popular with the 
over Booth 46.39 and Skeena " unending winter storm and athletes. 
Efforts were underway to / A over Nishga 35-22. forget the' downhill until • . 
restore electricity to Skeena A then met Thursday, a week later than" The waiting game is 
thousands of home~" which Kiti/nai in the final game the original starting date. easier to play at . the 
test powerdue to downed and Skeena lost a close The female downhillers Olympics than on the World 
lines. Several villages match 41-39. Dion 0rbell have faced a similar • Cup circuit, simply because couple of days. The fourth one of the gold medal 
was high scorer for Skeena problem with their race, of the  increased activities, remained beck/use he also favorites after excellent 
with 13 points and Robert 'originally set for Saturday, CHEER TEAMMATES competes in giant slalom, training times on the 
Davidson had 17 points to pew scheduled fox' Wed- The Canadian Skiers have which will now have both relatively easy •course, will 
top Kitimat. nesday, spent many hours ~ on runs Tuesday• handle the wait• . 
Wrestling 
Terrace wrestle'rE did exceptionally• well in zone final 
iacilon in Kitwanga over the weekend. Terrace placed third 
"overall in points behind Smithers and Hazeitun. 
010 I 
001 I 
0 0 1 EASTIIRN CONFERENCE 
0 0 1 Atlantic Dlvls~0a 
W L Pet. GEL 
Boston 39 12 .76S-  
Philo 32 18 .640 6V~ 
New York 30 19 .612 8 
New Jersey 26 25 .$I0 13 
Washington 23 27 .460 tS'h 
Central Division 
Detroit 27 22 .SSt - -  
Milwaukee 28 23 .549 - -  
Atlanta " 28 24 .538 ,/2 
Chicago 20 28 .41/ 6Vz, 
Cleveland 18 31 .362 9 
Indiana 14 34 .392 12,h 
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Midwest Division 
Utah • 31 19 .620 - -  
Dallas ' 27 25 .St9 $ 
San Ant 22 30 .423 10 
Hazelton finished in first place with 76 points. They~were Kan City 3129 •420 t0 
followed by Smlthers with 66 points and Terrace with,61• Houetorl 2o 3t ,•392 tt~ ' Denver ' 20 31 .392 11'/2 
• Kitwanga finished fourth with 54 followed by Houst0nwith pacltic olvts~n. , 
32 und Kitimat witli' 20.' See Tuesday's paper f°r complete Los Ann , ~ 33 tT.~o - P0rtlanU " 32 ~t •604 2'/~ 
breakdown of results, :., Seattle ~' ~- 2S,22 •.S42 6 
, Phoen ix  33 21 ,460 10 
. i . Go ld  S ta te  22 30 •423 12 jr •lmsketboll ', S~4n Diego 17 34.333 t61.~ 
; . • " " Sunday Results 
. . . .  NeW Je~ey 107 HouSton 103 
' '"In Juntor baske.tball action over the weekend Skeena girls M,'waukee t0T. san ', maw leo 
took two games from KiUmat whilethe Skeena boys placed (OTt ' ' ' , Philadelphia 109 •oeton 91 
thirdintheirfourtsamtournamentatMountEliuibeth. Los' AngeleeA0S Atlanta 87 
Utah  114 Portland 113 
i Skeeoa girls downed Kitlmat.50-40 in the first game. Saturday Results 
Downhill skier takes first U.S. gold medal 
,Caronne Hendry had 23 points and Karen tangs had II for 
Kittmat. In the second game Skeena got 20 points from 
Her/dry to defeat Kitimat 58-36. Coleen Anderson added 14 
for Skeena nd lssy Margintschok had 12 for Kitimat. 
'~ In  the boys' games, Kitimat defeated Skeene boys 54-31 in 
a game Friday night. Skeena then downed Nlshga 32-30 in 
Saturday'sgame. David Kirkaldy had 11 points for Skeena. 
In the game for third and fourth Skecna downed Thornhill 
45-,13. Marie Desjardins scored 10 points for Thornhili and 
David Kirkaldy was high scorer for Skeena. Kltimat played 
,Booth in the final game of the tournament. No scores for 
that game were available. 
San Antonio 123 Detroit t~6 
Cleveland 86 nd ana, 113 ' 
Chicago 101 Golden State 96  
KonSaa City 94 Washington 91 
New York 13B Denvar ' l t2  ' 
Phoenix 108 Dallka 39 
Tonlght'a Game 
San Antonio at Ind iana " 
Tuesday Games 
,New JaPsey at Cleveland 
Phoenix at Milwaukee 
New York st Kansa~ City 
Sen Diego et Chicago 
Detroit at Houston 
Atlanta at Utah 
Woshldg~bn 6f Denver 
Seattle ot  Golden State 
SARAJEVO (CP) -- 
Slalom skier Debbie 
Armstrong ave the United 
States its first gold medal ot 
the Winter Olympic s today 
.while Karin Enke became 
the first triple medalllst of 
the Games by leading East 
Germany to a 1-2 finish in 
the . women's 1,000-metre 
speed skatipg event. 
It was a 1-2 finish for the 
Americans in the women's 
giant slalom'as well with 
Christen Cooper winning the 
minute 21.61 seconds today• 
Teammate Andrea Schoen'e 
took the silver, her second 
of, the Games, in 1:22.83 to 
give East Germany the lead 
with a total of 14 medals (six 
gold, six' silver and two 
bronze). 
The Soviet Union is next 
with 13 (three gold, four 
silver, six bronze). 
Natalie Greater of Ste- 
Foy, Que., was 18th in the 
women's peed skating with 
a time of 1:27.67 and Sylvie 
silver medal. Perrin Pelen • Dalgle of Sherbrooke, Qua., 
of France won •the bronze, finished 26th fn 1:28.96. 
Armstrong Won with a 
combined time of two 
minute.~ 20.98 seconds while 
teammate Cooper was 
clocked in 2:21.38. Cooper 
had led after the first run 
earlier in the day, but her 
time of 1:12.51 in the second 
run dropped her into the 
silver medal spot. 
Pelen prevented a U.S. 
sweep of the medals by 
finishing third in 2:21.4o. 
Tamara MeKinney of the 
U.S. was fourth in 2:21.83. 
Lilsa Savijarvi of 
' Braeehridge, Ont., ninth 
after the first run with a 
time of 1:I0.31,. managed 
only 1:12.42 on the second 
rut/ and remained ninth 
with .a 2:22.73 totsl. 
Enke, who earlier won the 
gold medal in the 1,50o 
metres and the silver in the 
500, Was clocked in one 
skating event after th( of France was second and 
compulsory figures. West German Rude Cerne 
Jean-Christophe Simond third. • 
GOLD AGAIN 
Sweden's Gunde Svan 
collected his secmLd medal 
of the Games, winning the 
gold in the men's 15- 
kilometre cross-country ski 
race. Svan, who earlier won 
a bronze in the 30-kilometre 
event, was timed in in 
41:25.6 to finish ahead of two 
Finns, Aki Karvonen 
"(41:34.9) and Harri Kir. 
veaniemi (41:45.6). • 
i Pierre Harvey. 'ol 
Stoneham, Qua., was 23nd in 
the field of 9l with q time 01 
43:36,4. 
The United states, whlcl" 
collected its first medal 
Sunday night in the palrl 
figure skating, started or 
Canadian champion Brian 
Orser of Pen,:tanguish!ne, 
Ont.,. placed seventh 
the way to another expectec 
gold today when three-tim( 
world champion Scotl 
Hamilton took the lead ir 
the men's single.q fiRur( 
Metaney  Jones of Skeena's gracle 8 •team st rugg les  fo r  a rebound,  here 
with Jod i  R ickerby  of Booth in a game Fr iday  n ight  at Thornh l l l  In  the  
zone f inals .  
~ ,',, i;% 
_ P,~,, ~ mr,.~, ~,~a~, .Feb~ ~, ~sm 
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:/ANIMAL CRAKER ,. " by Roger Bollen 
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team raff le in the Skeena Mall.to raise money for an all.  
native basketball tournament I to be held here In Terrace.  
The prize for the draw are two red cedar .carvings by 
native Indian artist, Robert Stanley, (seen here) a 
I ' 
appraised at SSO0 a piece and wlil be awardedas  a-set. The  
draw wil l  be held February 26, at Skeena Jr. Secondary 
School. Tickets are $2 each. 
World leaders attend 
visit would be a chance for 
the United States to "outline 
a broad context , . . of 
various kinds Of contaets 
and discussions:... 
Japanese Foreign 
MOSCOW (AP) - -  Prime • before leaving Peking that 
Minister Trudeau, U.S. China and the Soviet Union 
Vice-President George are "two. great neighbors" 
Bush and British Prime and he hoped for improved 
Minister Margaret That- relations With Moscow. 
cher are among the world "Bush,en route to Moscow, 
Soviet .funeral 
/ 
will head the Italian funeral, Romania's state- 
delegation, aspokesman for 'run Agerpres news agency 
the" president's office in announced. President Mike 
Rome ' said.. The Italian .: Spiljak Was representing 
Embassy in Moscow s~iid Yugoslavia. 
Enrico Berlinguer, leader of Other leaders planning to 
lenders arriving today to 
pay their last respects to 
Soviet President Yuri 
Aodropov. 
Those heading . for 
Andrepov's funeral 
Tuesdsyin-P, ed Square also 
include' a Chinese Com- 
mtinist . party Politburo 
membe.r who will be the 
highest-ranking. Chinese 
offlci~ to visit Moscow i, 20 
told reporters in London he 
hopes his visit Will make 
• possible the resim~ption o f  ' Also:scheduled to attend 
the suspended U.S.-saviet the funeral and burial are 
talks on limiting nuclear West German Chancellor 
arms. Helmut Kohl and his foreign' 
The vice-president, ac- minister, Hans-Dietrich 
companied by his wife, Genseher. 
Barbara,~and U.S. Senate France.is expected to be 
Majority Leader Howard represented by Prime 
Baker, :. • a Tennessee Minister Pierre Mauroy and 
RePublican, indicated he Foreign Minister .Claude 
Minister" Shim'taro , Abe the Italian Communist . attend incl{~ded Belgian 
arrived in Moscow Sunday. ,party would also be present. Deputy Premier Jean Gel 
Yasser Ararat, chairman and Foreign Minister Leo 
of the Palestine Liberation . Tindemans; Irish President' 
Organization, Greek ,Patrick Hillery and Foreign 
Premier Andreas Pat~an..."Minister Peter Bari'y;. 
drcou and Syrian Prime 'General Secretary Rashidi 
Minister Abdel-Raouf!: el- ,,Kawawa of Tanzania, and 
Kasm,. accompanied,' by Tunisian .Foreign Minister 
Syrian Defence Minister '~Mbeji:Caid Essebsi.. 
Lb-C, en~MustafaTlass, also'. Also, Foreign Minister 
were e~peeted to attend. Hans van den Broek of the 
years. Over the last two was carrying a message Cheyssen; French Cam- The 'Cuban Embassy 'Netherlands; Prime -~ 
decades, the .Communist i from President Reagan but munist party qourc~said a decline! (.to say whether./. Minister PaulS chlueter 0f .. 
,rival s'~have*boorP,at,odds,.-,refused.te~d~)rot~.~--t~'~ four.member .;J~er~atio~:, ':':Pi:~|deh~" Fidel C~tY~< "" Denmark and Prmee .. 
0ver' ideological, political' ~CONTENTsS'ECRET" " ': hesded 'by -"party chief Would~represent Cuba. Henrik, consort of Queen 
and:~rder disputes. . "I am not going to reply Georges Mar&ais, would A. Roman!an delegation Margarethe, and Premier 
:;The'Chineee official, Vice- on what I have. in my also attend, led by President Nicolae Turgut Ozal of Turkey. 
PremierWan Li, said today pocket,"he said, adding his President Sandro Pertini C~ausescu will attend the 
::///:/i!!:I: 
I 
0BONTO :(CP) - -  A"blgh,]evei ~'eeting" Nnllo~al'natlve gi-0ups want the Otlaw~i 
on the constitUtiena] rigl~ts of''aboriginal conferlmeo- the second of four planned Ib 
people began here today with talks on the neg0Uate the rights of aboriginal people 
right Of Metisto land . . . . . .  to result in a constitutional amendment 
The Metis National Couneii intends to recognizing the principle of native self- 
press the federal and pi'ovinciai ministers government, i 
responsible ' for the  " Constitution for 'But senior J~tice Deportment officialb 
reeognitio.i) that'thay area distini:t nation .: warned native leaders during the!weekend 
'with a his teHc.H~t o.land in the West and: that they are risking an impasse unless 
parts of ~he territories, says. spokesman 
Clem £hartler, , .  . .  
The Native Council of Canada, Which 
represents Indians without federal'status 
and some~ MeUs, will also fight' for M~tiS 
lands, but there are deep ideological splits 
between the two groups. 
There is no definition of who Metis are' 
uithough'they are generaliy considered to 
be offspring: of European fur traders and 
Indian ~women wh.o 'settled in the West 
during the last century. 
The'demand for Metis land is likely to be 
opposed by most provinces and the federal 
goyernment at' this final preparatory' 
meeting before a constitutional conference 
on aboriginal rights in ottawa March 8 and 
9. 
"I don't expect it will receive sufficient 
support to move ahead at this time," 
Manitoba Attorney General Roland Penner 
said as he entered the closed meeting. 
However, if aboriginal rights for Metis 
are to mean anything they will eventually 
need land, said Penner, whose New 
Democrat government is seen as one of the 
strongest supporters of native rights. 
Indian, Inuit'and Metis representatives - -  
are meeting the federal .and provincial 
ministers in'a sealed floor of rooms in the 
plush King Edward Hotel. 
The two:day conference will make final 
.. preparations for the Ottawa conference, to 
be chaired by the prime minister and at -  
tended by provincial premiers, native and 
territorial leaders. 
they lower their expectations, i 
Justice Minister Mark MaeGuigen has 
proposed, two options. • ~. 
The first is a politieal agreement on a ss~ 
of principles to guide a series of trial 
negotiations to create governments ' io 
selected native communities. . ' 
The second option is to conduct tbes~ 
negotiations in some native communities 
and report those results .at the third cm/- 
stitutional conference on native rights 
1985. 
Chartier, a Saskatchewan Metis leader'~ 
sai d his group won't settle for MaeGulgun'~ 
proposed oompromise. 
It doesn't reflect the progress native add 
.government. groups have made dawing 
months of preparatory meetings, Cbartie/~ 
said. "It's clearly not enough." -~ _ 
The Manitoba government delegation 
intends to press for strengthened 
guarantees of aboriginal rights .in th~ 
Constitution. • i
The Constitution now says. aborigin~ 
rights are "recognized and afftrmed.~ 
Manitoba wants to add the word 
"guaranteed," .: 
"That might go ahead," said Penner. i 
The Torodto meeting was being chaired 
today by British Columbia Senator Jack 
• Austin, a Liberal cabinet minister. " ~ 
! 
Mac'Gulgan, who normally chairs suc~ 
meetings, was fogbound in Ottawa but was 
expected to arrive later today. The ean~- 
ference ends Tuesday. ! 
! 
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Buffet-riddled door presented 
SHERBROOK E, Que.. (CP) -~ A bullet-riddled oor was 
among the.first exhibits introduced, as evidence todayas 
Judge Denys Dionne opened a long-delayed inquest into the 
Dec. 23 police shooting of car~t layer Serge Beaudoin. 
The museum room of ~e Sberbrooke Sem!nary.wss 
packed with journalists, lawyers and eu•us onlookers 'as 
the door, with 21bullet boles in it, was introduced by lawyer 
Francois Doyen, acting for the Crown. 
It was through that motel room door that municipal police 
from Sherbrooke and nearby Rock Forest fired the volley of 
shots that killed Beaudoin, 33, and lightly wounded his 
workmate, Jean-Paul Beaumont, 32, two days: before 
Christmas. 
police raided the motel, iooldng for tWo men who. had 
robbed and kllle(I a Brink's guard the'previous.day. They 
apparently mistook Beaudoin and Beaumont for the wanted 
men. The Brink's guard's killers and the $47,000 they stoJe 
have yet to be found. 
The first witnesses at the inquest toda~r were police 
technicians. Besides the mangled wooden door, exhibits 
filed included bullets that had lodged in the walls over the 
bed Where Besudoin was sleeping and four bullets that bad 
"slammed'into a wall in an adjacent room where an 
Edmonton couple were sleeping. 
Photographs of Room 5 at be Chatillon motel, where the 
incident occurred, showed abloodstain on the floor between 
Beaudoin's and Beaumont's beds. 
SKETCHES ALLOWED 
In his oPening remarks, Dionne announced that artists 
would be alinwed to make sketches at the inquest but he 
maintained the order he had issued last week barring 
photographers and cameramen, who are normally allowed 
t o shoot pictures at Quebec inquests. " 
Dionne was" appointed special coroner by the Quebec 
Justice Department two weeks ago, replacing Denis 
l~udrias, who was disqualified by a Quebec Superior Couri 
judge at the request of the lawyer representing Sherbrookc 
police. 
Lawyer Michel Proulx argued successfully that Boudrias 
~ad made remarks to the ~iews media showing thai he had 
prejudged the case. 
Boudrias himself had" been apPointed special coroner .in 
December after the regular Sherbrooke coroner withdrew 
because of his anquaintanee with police officers implicated. 
About 30 witnesses are to be Called atthe inquest, which is 
expected to last a week. 
Coroners' inquests :are held in  Quebec to determine 
whether ther~e iSr any criminal responsibility attached !o 
violent or suspicious deaths, A coroner's finding is nol 
binding on the Crown. 
Gerry anguishes over grave 
CA~LGKBY (CP) -- Dudley Gerry anguishes over a "marshlunds of the Netherlands. 
question ~'evolving around two bodies -- the one placed in Live,:such is planning to meet with Dudley in an attempt 
his'brother's grave after his death in the Second World War, / to  unray~I the mystery surrounding his brother. 
undtheone that,remained undiscovered until last week in Dudley remembershis•older b other as a cowboy Who 
Dutch marsblands, too k part tn'rodeo~ and broke wild horses before going to 
Gerry' said in an interview that he is' confused by' the • England in:1938 to Join the RAF.  .' 
discovery of the second body . . . . . . . . .  He.has on~ vivid recollection of his older brother's 
"I'm just glad my parents weren't around to hear of ~WboY dayswh.en Reginald rounded up 200 wild horses.in 
this/the saidof his mother and father, whodled thi'nking " (he mountains and ~en halter-broke them .during the- 
Reginald Gerry had been identified and proPerly buried, summer of 19S7., 
ion be an when Dutch authorities said H~ had aiwa s The confus g . ,'. / . , *~' :i  ' . y believed his brother was buried i, a 
had discovered the remains of~ Reginald in arked rav recently they . . . . . . .  : . -AF" " I~' g e I inHolland. But now he wo~nders just what 
marshlandn That was apparently where the young ~ - hiovened " ' . ' ' 
pllot'a Wellington bomber went down with a crew °f five us • '~l~dley isn't.sure what led to the identification of ~e  
it headed back towards .Britain afteran 'Augi 3, 1940, 
be~bing mission over the German city of Hamburg..'" 
Tracked down in ~ Ca!gary os ,the only likely relative of 
Reginald~ Dudley told of the mueh r.eariler burial. 
He,was only .11 years old at the time, bt~t Ire remembers 
Red Cross authorities Informing his parents a body that bad 
Wash~ ashore from the sea had been Identified as that o f  
~tegin~d, The discovery was made three months after the 
plane was shot down. 
Ran Liversucb, 62, another Calgary man with a brother 
wh0~ remains were discovered two years ago in Holland, 
wad enlisted by authoritips to ~ry and find Regisald's 
rel~tives. He found Dudley. 
70,N4 MIa~ING 
biversuch, an R,~F veteran, said there are still 70,000 
'Second World War airmen unocoeunted for, many of them 
believed to have gone to their deaths in the waterways and 
"L " s~cond body, He suispects, however, it was probably made 
through a: military "dog tag." 
'~But .Dudley tom',only speculate about what led to the 
identification of the first body. 
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Con',t 
Con'l 
TUESDAY 8am-5pm 
' Today 
Show 
Today 
Show 
Good , 
Compony 
Good 
Company 
Love 
Compaction 
Dream 
House 
Not 
Potato 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Days 
of 
our 
Lives 
Film FIll 
Jimmy 
Swagglrt 
i00, 
Huntley 
Street" 
Cont. 
Friendly Giom 
Coflediln 
SChOOlS  r # 
Mr. .  
Orellup, 
Slesml  " 
StrHt 
Seumo 
Street 
All My 
Children 
All My 
Chlldrqm 
i 
cec 
Newt; 
Take 30 
Take 30 r 
' Wok Wlilt 
Yen 
Do it tar 
Yourself 
Young 
and 
the 
Resileta 
Smurts 
Smurfo 
One Odv ~#~'~'  
nt o Time 
CBS 
Nlwa:  
M seer:. 
Rogerl 
i 
Selemo 
Stri~ " 
Coo't 
Con'S 
Snvil'onmenta 
Community 
Roedlt 
klence 
t.at'a Drew 
Umbrollo 
Drew Man 
AdwNure  
Wild 
America 
In Hormony 
I f i~nt l lv l  Chll~ 
Ale About YOU 
Stories 
Up Close 
Artl exprose 
Moulo 
Bredk 
con°t 
Con't 
CoWl 
Oon't 
Coo°t 
C~m't 
S4BAme 
Strlat 
~:imlglp~,? . ..... 
C4wt 
Magic 
Hats 
Introducing 
Biology 
Le Grand 
Frere 
Le Grand 
Frere 
CH01C[. 
;I The 
Pirotes . • I 
Of . ,I 
Penzance , ;,I 
Con'S 
Con'S 
&~oggle 
& 
i 
Pierre 
Cofl't 
Con°t 
C0fl°t 
Endenglred : 
S~cla l  i~ 
Con't 
Con't ' :~ 
C0n't 
Con'S • 
Can't 
Con0t .:: 
An 
Amlrlco 
WerewOlf 
In 
London 
Con°t 
Con't 
Cot'S 
Horror 
Hospllel 
Con't 
Con't 
Polling 
In  
LOVg 
Again 
Con°t 
Con't 
Can't 
Con't 
The 
Howle 
Mlndli 
,~ee¢lli 
Agt l cy  
Cl~'t  
O~'t 
C~' I  
Can't 
C~' t  
Cl~0t 
~'t  " : 
.o 
8 :15  ' Uoon Morning 
:30 :45 America 
r COnt  . 
o -  
' Workout 
• The Edge ~ 
~4S of Night 
r 
The NINe 
: IS ' Newlywed 
l O : :  Con't 
"l~on't 
11:: Filmily : IS. ' Feud 
Ryan's 
' Hope 
12: " "  ' : iS  ,. My Children Can't 
/~"  ' One 
' :1S Life 
I l l  io 
21: --r., :fS HoSPital 
• ~enerol 
• Hospital 3: wom. :1S to 
Woman 
Conl. 
, Live 
:15 nl 4 
: . :  Live 
• at 4 
Another 
World 
AnOther 
World 
GeMrol 
Hospltat 
Generol 
Hotplioi . 
Tile 
Don 
Herren 
St~W 
FahtosY 
Isllnd ' 
Con'S ' 
Con'l 
Anofl)er 
World 
Another 
World 
Motch 
Game 
Match 
Game 
Breaklwsy 
Br~ekswey 
9reekowav 
ereakaWav" 
Pc~la's 
Cgurt . 
Newscope 
Newscope 
Making N, ore Droll 
Con't de VIe 
Wings on Telelournal 
Her Shounpers qeelonal 
Computer Telelournal 
Into SystQml Nallenal 
Chalk Le Point 
Talk Le Melee 
NFB For Poivre 
the Of 5el" 
Love of Lo Bonne 
Dance Aventure 
i 
Intro to Quincy 
Computers Quincy 
Start a Small Quincy 
Business Quincy. 
N F B Terre 
No'man Humslne 
Jewlonn Jeux 
FIImmaker Olymplques 
D°Hlver 
a Ssrelavo 
La  
VIe 
de 
Berlioz 
Gr(Nm 
Forest 
Give & Mouvemant 
Take ' Tours 
Pro khoel Posse ' 
Child Portout 
Everybody's Felix 
Children • TOM 
i 
Prloflsn'd Oil Blen 
Sketching Belle CfloIMg 
Home L I I  A~tlltt0rel 
Gord l f l l f  d l  V I ru lY lM 
Roving Avis de 
Report Recharono 
Bc~ovonlure AflO 
Travel Boa 
First Years Bou 
Of Lifo C0fl't 
Undorliand Au 
the Earth Jour 
Con't la 
Con'S Jour 
Halllkiln0 Clnlml 
Con*t Lo 
MI~I  Your Owl COOp 
Bgllntllm de 
Gotofl Tag L'Etcaller 
Wit Gltfl'l Con't 
Voyage l l~ lno  
Can't C~t't ' 
~ ~ r ~ " Mlnlbvs 
Mile ¢,~'t 
P l l l~ lesc l  
Con'S 
Con't 
Con'S 
Con't 
Con'S 
Con'S 
C~n't 
Lucky 
Star 
~ ' t  
Can't  
Con' 
Con't 
Can't 
I 
J 
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SEXUAL ASSAU [T~,H E LP 
LINE We offer suppor't and 
understanding to victims of 
sexual assault and 
harassment. Se)(uel abusers 
don't stop voluntarily, they 
need Intervention from 
others. Call anytime. 635- 
4042. 
THE TERRACE Foster 
Parents Association meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
month at Northwest 
CommunHy College. We are 
a kupport group for foster 
parents. If you would like to 
talk to us please call Bev 
635-3248, Jacqule 635-6727, 
(PPd-aprl130.84) . . . .  Trean 635.2~. 
KSAN HOUSE Is available 
to women and chi ldren who 
have been physically or 
mentally abused. If you 
need a. safe temporary 
refug~ cal! the holp line 635- 
4042. 
(pp~apri13044) 
• H O M E • K E R  . . . . . . . .  ; ...... " .... ...q~.d2.23mara4) TERRA,,E 
...................... - . . . . .  SERY lCES,  'Provldes ' 
TERRACE PRO.L IFE"  
Education Ass'n. Is 
concerned with upholding 
the right to life of the 
innocent from conception to 
natural death. Active and 
support ing  members 
welcome. Phone Roberta 
635.7749 or Mark at 635.5841. 
(ppd.301une-$4.) 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
GAY CONNECTION 
Sundays, 7-10pro 638-1362. 
(ppd-Nov$4) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
and loin us, a femlly 
orientated group, with 
family and adult activities. 
We are a local supl~art 
group; Offering friendship, 
companionship and helf If 
we can to families who are 
esslstenee wi th  household 
management and dally 
llvlng aotlvltles to aged, 
handicapped, 
convalescents, chronically 
III, etc; 4619 Lakelse" 
AVenue. Phone 63S.S13S. 
(ppd.30mv,83) 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
Soup Kitchen , -  We provide 
free soup to those In need; 
,this service Is provided by 
volunteers +who are 
Monthly meeting Is held only one parent. Come and unemployed. D0natlons of 
every last Wednesday of • loin us the One Parent "food and money are needed 
every month at 8:00 p.m. at Families Association o f  to maintain this service. 
the Kltl K'Shon staffroom. Canada. For Information 3,112 Sparks Ave, 
• For more Information' call phone BOa 635-3238 or Judy 10am .4pro 
Cathy at 635-2151 or Sue at 638.1935 Or write Box 372 638-1604 
635-4691. (ppd5.291une) Terrace, B.C. V8G 2B5. (ppd2-30mar84] 
(ppd2-Bmar) 
INDEX 
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I I  Auctions 39 "Marine 541 Trucks & 'Vans " 
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14 "Business Personal 43 For Rent Mlscellanecus 6,1 Aircraft  
IS Founc~ 4,1 Property for Rent 64 " Flnsnclal 
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19 HslF Wanted "47 Suites for Rent 69 . Tenders 
22 For.HIr..e. 411 .Homea for Rent " . . . . .  1 J : I" Y " 
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CLASSIPlED RATES ' |  
J 
¢I*ASSl F leD'ANNOUNCEMENTS 
kO¢AL ONLY • Notices . . . .  r • . . L : 6'00" 
20 words or less $2.00 per Insertion. Over ~0 Births 6.00 
words 5 cents ~er word, 3 or more consecutlvo Enge0emants 6.00 
Insertions Sl,50 Per Insertion. Marriages 6,00 
Obituaries . " 6.C0 
REFUNDS CardofThonks " '  . 6.00 
First Insertion charged for whether run or not. InMemorlum ' 6.00 
Absolutely no refunds attar ad has been set. Dyer 40 words, 5 cants each additional vv~rd. ' 
PHONE ~1S.63~1 -- Closolfled Adver~islng 
CORRECTIONS Department. 
Must be made before second Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only one'lncorracl " SUESCRIPTiON RATES 
od. EffoctlvlOctoper I, 1910 
Slngla Copy 2Sc 
BOX NUMBERS By Carrier mth, S3,50 
$1.00 plc~uR. Ey Carrier year 38.00 
12.00 mailed BY Mall 3 mths. 25.00 
. . . . .  BY Mall 6 mths. 35.00. 
¢LASSIPlEO DISPLAY By Mall " f yr. 58.00 
Rates available ~pon red0eet. SenlorCitlson .'1yr.30.00" 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE . . . . . . . .  eritlsh Commonwealth and United States of 
32 cents per agate llne. Minlmum charge SS.00 Amorl¢a I yr.65.00 
par insertion. 
The Herald reserves the right to clsseify ads 
LEGAL . POLITICAL and TRA.NSIENT AD- " under opproprlefe headings and to set rates 
VERTiSING , therefore and to delermino page Iocotlon. 
cents per line. 
SUSiNESS PERSONALS 
SS.00 per line per month. OI1' s minimum four 
month basis. 
'¢OMI NO EV lNTS 
For Non-Profit Organiaations• Mexlmum S days 
InNrtfon prior to event for no charge. Must be gs 
.words or less, typed, and submitted to our office, 
DEADLINE ' . 
DISPLAY 
Noon two days prior to publication day. 
CLASSiFiEO 
I1:00 a.m. on day previous to (lay of publication 
Monday to Frldsy. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER other 
lhln BUSINESSES WITH AN ESTABLigHED 
ACCOUNT. 
Sorvlce charge ol IS.00 on all N.S.F• cbeclues. 
WEDDINO DESCRIPTIONS 
NO charge grovlded news submlffed wlthln OOe 
month. 
fOX S99, T l r r l c l ,  I.C. Home Oellvlry 
VIO 4a4 Phone 1,15.40o4 
The Herald reserves the right to revise, edit, 
classify or  reject any advertisement end to 
retain any answers directed to the Harold Box 
Reply S~rvlce and to repay the customer the sum 
paid for the advertisement end box rental. 
Box replies on "Ho ld"  Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of en advertisement wil l  
be destroyed unless mailing instructions are 
received. Those adowerlng Box Numbers are 
requested not to send orlg(nolo of documents to 
avoid loss• All claims of errors In advertisements 
must be received by the publlsher'wlthlq 30 days 
after the first publication• 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space 
that 'the liability of the Herald In the event of 
fef lurl  to Publish an advertisement or In,the 
event of on orror apgeorlng In .*ha advort i~ment 
6*- I~bllShed shall be limited to the amount Paid 
by the advertiser for only one Incorrent insertion 
for the Portion of the advertising space occupied 
by tho Incorrect or omitted Item'only, and that 
there shall be no Ilal~illty to any extent greater . 
than tho amount pald for such edverttsing. 
Advertlsements must comply with the Brnlsh 
Columbla Humsn Rlghls Act wh~:h prohlhits any 
advorllslng thst dls¢rlmlnstes against any 
person because of his race, religion, sex, color, 
nstlonalily, ancestry or Place of or!gin, or 
because his oge Is between 44 and ~S years, 
Unlesl the Condnlon Is Iustifled by a bona ride 
r .e;q~llremsnt for the work Involved. 
TERRACE d 
KITIMAT 
h- 
Class i f ied ' " ,Mad. n. Form .;!., . 
Your  Ad  I I I I  I I  I~144 I I I~ I i I  i i I  l l l l  I i i 141141141111111111111111 I I I  i i  i i I I i  
............................... . . . . .+ '~ .•~ 
. I i l l  O11+' I I  I I I I I  I I I  I I I  i i I  I I I I l l  ~ I I I 
Name . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address  . . .+ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . .  Phone No. of Gays . . . . . . .  ,. 
Classi f icat ion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ Send ad a long w i th  
cheque or  money order  to: 
20 words or  less: $2 per day • DA ILY  HE RA L D 
$4.50 for  three consecutive days ' : 30i0 Ka lum St• 
$6 for  four consecutive days Terrace,  B.C. 
$7.50 for f ive  consecutive days . VaG 2M7 
. TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE : 
Drbp-ln Centre;.~ sOpport' 
service for "women; 
Information; referralL 
lending library; bookstore, 
counsel l ing; : '  .sUPport 
groups.. ..... " pregnancy tests available. 
4542 ParkAvenuej ',..: • Tllllcum Building 4721 Suite 
opon 12-4 p.m; weakda~;S. 201 Lazelle ~ AVe.,: Offloo 
" " " ' : ~ '  "''/ ; J '~r'  ':':4 ' • hours  Men.  to  Frl, fromgam 
(ppd-Tmo-30M'ar'e4) to 11am Saturday 9er~ t0 
"AL+mONi.i:'Mi+EYiNGS ; Ipm Phone 635.3907 anytime 
Monday ,at.: Mills" MembHal ..... (ppd.lune84) 
Hospltal ~, +at 8pm Phone 
Isobe163S;9359 or Gloria 635- " 
5546. ~ 
(ppd.23mer84) 
EVERY THURSDAY at 
7:00 p.m. Ih the Hospital 
Pysch Unit there is • movie 
on .Alcohol and Drugs. 
Sveryo'ne wolcome.: 
: (ppd.feb.6) 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
ACTION CENTRE-  We 
are a non-government 
agency that provides advice 
and counselling to +the 
uqemployed, Our services 
are free. If you need help 
w i th  Unemployment  
Insurance problems or 
Human Resources give us a 
call. " • . . . .  
47~;1 Lezellei 
Rm. 200 ' 
(Back of Tilllcurn Theatre) 
635"4631 • 
(ppd2-30mer84) 
A.A. MEETINGS 
Monday--8:30 p.m. 
(Closed), ~ ~:,~ 
Unlted Church ,.~ 
49O7 Lazelle 
Tuesday-- 8: 30 p .m,  
• (OpenSpeaker.). 
Sacred Heai't Cl~urch " 
4e30 Streume ; 
Wednesday-- 8:30 p.m_ : 
. (Women's Cl~ed).: +:'.' : 
"~"~"+'~:;~'A+'| " ?I~/~''~ 
Thursday--8:30 p.m, ~:.' 
; ARE YOU PREGI~ANT NOTICE 
worried, • thinking of an Thornhill Parks & 
abortion? We at Birthright. Recreation Advisory 
• would like to offer, you our Commluion Request For 
support and friendship. Membership 
Free..oonfldentlal " • The. regional .District of 
r " (C losed)  ;~  
• Hospital Psych Unit, ~+, 
Friday--8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 
Kermode Friendship CenWe 
3313 Kalum 
Saturday'--8:30 p.m... 
(Open) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
. Sunday-- 8:30 p.m. ~ 
' (Men's Closed) 
Anglican Church +. 
Basement ,.. 
4726 Lazelle 
• . 24 hrs.--638-i']195 
Alanon Meatlng 
• Monday 8:00 p.m. 
Hospital Psych Unit : 
ppd-311en8~ 
THE TERRACE Concert 
Society presents - Steffan 
Wegner, Pianist on 
Soturday,:18 February, 1984 
at 8pm at the REM bee 
Theatre. Tickets from Sight 
and Sound. 
(ncS-17feb) 
• TERRACE'DOG Club will 
be . holding conformation 
show handl!ng classes, 
starting Sunday Feb. 19 at 
Thornhlll Community Hall; 
Cost of course • '$25., For 
more Information or to'pre- 
reglsk~r call days. Sadie 635. 
4217; evenings. Jean '635- 
6484. 
(ncS-17feb)" 
Kltlmat.Stiklhe Is looking 
for : s ix  enthusiastic 
Thoknhlll residents to serve' 
on a ,  Th~nhlll P~rks. & 
Recreation Advisory 
• Commission. 
' Interesk~d persons should 
submlta Lbrlef resume to.tho 
Regional , District by 
~" February 17' 1984. 
Further ~rficulars are 
available upon request. 
Regional District of 
Kltimat.Stlkine 
N¢~94644 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C ~ 
VSG 1L6 
" (accS.15feb) 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
meet~lng of t l~. Terrace 
Public Library.on Thurs• 
Feb. 16-at 7:30 p.m. in 
library meatlng room. All 
welcome. Coffee will be 
served. 
(acol.16feb) 
TERRACE & 1 
DIST.RICT 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
635.3178 
4603D Perk Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1V5 
ALTERNATE 
EDUCATION 
CONIMUNITY 
WORKS.• 
CONSUMER 
COMPLAI HTS OFFICER 
& DEBT 
COUNSELLOR 
635.1256 
MEALS-OH-WHEELS • . 
635-6461 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL & 
DRUG COUNSELLING 
638-8117 
SKEENA YOUTH 
I=ILTER QUEEN 
Sales & Service 
Phone 
635-7096 
THERE WILL be a'meetlng 
.T~sday Feb. 14 7~30 at the 
.Terrace public 1" library 
basement for. all1 those ALTOOVEY 
concerned about Alcan's FURNACE REPAIR 
• Phone 635.7524 
Kemano II prolact..Up.to- (sff) 
date Information and 
alternatives to" "Alcan's FEBRUARYONLY 
proposals will be discussed. 120PC off custom framing 
Bring your changepuree, and art prlnts ~ ~ 
';;:~"+';'~ ';~i'~')n~l:~feb) ' (l:e~'roductlo~;)~/- ..L-,, ,., 
--: i ,." ....... N~rffiern.Light S~udlo "':':!. 
TERRACE " 411120 Hal!lwell Ave., 
Terrace.. 638-14O3 
(acc21.29feb.) 
COFFEEHOUSE will • 
feature Vlc Bell, B.C. 
guitarist singer, songwrl.ter 
In concert at Don Diego's 
Restaurant 3212 kalum, 
Sunday, Feb. 19. Doors open 
at 7 p.m. Per(ormanco 
begins at 7:30. Admission 
$4, children and seniors half 
prk:e. 
(nc17feb) 
CANADIAN CANCER 
Society - Terrace Unit will 
be holding their monthly 
meeting on February 13', 
1984 at 7:30 p.m. at the 
ORNAMENTAL IRON 
railings, campy beds, 
window securHy, 
planters, room+ divicbrS 
and welding repalrs. 
LW. Sears 
4106 Hwy 16 East 
635.7824 
Hours: 
4 p.m. to 7p.m. Man. to 
Frl. (pS-17feb) 
Terrace Health Unit 3412 
Kalum Street. Everyone'ls 
welcome. We need your 
support. For further: 
Information please call Sue 
' Casey 638.1065 or. Bunny 
Jakubec 635-2772. 
" (ncS-13feb) 
KNOW YOUR RIGHTS The 
Women's Centre end 
Unemployment Adlon 
Centre will host a two.part 
workshop on Welfare 
(G.A.I.N.) rights. February 
14 and 15.from 9:15 - 11:.15 Permanent.Temporary. 
a.m. In the Green Room of " workers needed are 
the Terrace Hotel. Free tradespeople, lebourers, 
chlldcare can be arranged 
byceiling 638-0228,12.,1 p•m. 
weekdays. 
(ncS-14feb) 
SALESMAN WANTED to 
sell top of the line roofing 
material. In.torosted parties 
phone 635.5290. . 
(pS.17feb) 
MAKE MORE 'MONEY 
w0rklng overseas In 
countries like U.S.A., 
Kuwait,- Saudl Arable; etc. 
Also Alaska and N.W.T. 
EVERY THURSDAY at 
7:08  p.m. In the Hospital 
Pysch Unit there Is a movie 
on Alcohol and Drugs~ 
Everyone Welcome 
(ppd.mar9.04) 
TERRACE ART 
professionals, etc. For full 
Info~ send your name and 
address to: Box 727, Station 
"F"  Toronto, Ontarlo M4Y 
2N6. . - '+  " 
(acc10:20feb) 
WANTED AN artist with 
sBme commercial 
• experience but will.consider 
a l l  applicants. Apply'to 3220 " 
River afire,+ Terrace, B~C. 
VSG 3P4. " " " 
• (P10.14feb.) 
• _. II 
HAWKE SEAFOODS 
• 635.3964 
Spe¢latlzlng In ~'esh 
prawns In season cod, 
octopus, snails."" Live 
Crab, • halibut and. 
shrimp, 
(l~0.9mar) 
ONE USED water tank. 30 
gallons. All new elemants. 
Also hand.made" afghan.' 
Light green and yellow 
flowers. Fits queen size bed. 
Phone 638-1057. 
(sffncls-2ffeb) 
FOR SALE-- Panasonlc I
Speaker :Phone, Plugs II 
I,to lack outlet. Walnut | 
brown. Retai l  pr ice|  
$149. Asking. $i00. Call | 
638-1235 after S p.m. | 
. (ncsff-ffn) I 
ELECTROLUX vacuum 
cleaner, 3 years old. Top 
condition, new hose and 
wand. • $225 FIRM. Phone 
after 5 or weekends 635.2643. 
(Fl.lSfeb) 
II 
WANTED-- Carousel slide 
projecto r . Newer model. 
Must be In good condition. 
Phone 638-1613 days or 635. 
6861 evenings. 
(accS-14feb) 
Fil0r~gla~; 20' rl(;erboat• 
50HP Mercury H.D. Waller, 
pumps, life vests. +All 
exceller~t. $3500 OBO. Phone 
635-3873. 
(pS-13feb) 
24' VELCO ALUMINUM 
RIVERBOAT. 180 . HP 
inboprd, rebuilt 12YJ 
Jacuzzi Jet. Tandem 
wheels, on trallor. One Time 
Price $6500. Phone 635-9320. 
(accS-17feb) 
~ +;!++i:?+++~+,m+~,+~ ++ .]~, ++# 
WATER WELL drilling rig 
for sale. Phone 638.8343. 
(p10-20feb) 
D6C ' cAT excellent 
• condition. Approx. 300 hours 
since completely. 
overhaUled. Pony arch, 
double flits. Phone 112-962. 
~7.  
(pl0.20feb) 
lt/~ BEDROOM, self. 
contained unit. S27S month. 
Phone Malcolm 8-S p.m. at 
635-7640. ' • 
(acc6-feb.tfn) 
FOR RENT-- 2 bedroom 
self-contained apartment 
with frldge and stove. At 
3936 Mountvlew Ave. Phone 
638.2577 to view. 
(p24-17feb) 
ONE BEDROOM suites 
Low rents. Close to town 
and shopping. Phone' 635. 
6155 days, 638.1533 to 635. 
9080 evenings. 
(acc.sept2-ffn) 
WOODGREEN 
APARTMENTS--" 1, 2 and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Downtown Iucallly. . 
Complete wlth dishwasher, 
flroplace, frldge, stove and 
drapes. Undercover 
parking. Security entrance. 
Phone 63S.9317. 
"(accsept12ffn) 
i 
ONE BEDROOM, & 
Bachelor  Suites. 
Avallalbe Immedlak~ly. 
Frldge and stove 
Included. Sauna and 
recreation room. 635. 
9023 or 635.5189 to view. 
(p20-15feb) 
KEYSTONE 
APARTMENTS 
UNDER NEW 
MANAGEMENT 
1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
sultes available. 
Spacious & clean. 
Extras Include: Heat, 
hot water, laundry 
facilities, storage locker 
& parking. References 
required as of Feb. 144. 
Please phone 635.5224. 
. (acc251an-fln! 
i 
" IWO.  TWO BEDROOM 
apartments. Frl(~e a*nd" 
sfi)~'e in~ludad..Thomfilii 
~'~e 6~3a~. '-+ ++:~: 
(ps-17feb) 
2 BE DROGM suite for rent 
in Tbemhlll. Frldge and 
stove Included. Rent $295 
month plus damage depmlt. 
No pets. References 
requlrecL Phone 635.4394 or 
635-5627. 
(ips-16feb) 
I 
FOR SALE OR RENT--3 
bedroom condo. 1,040 sq. ft. 
plus full basement. Fridge 
and stove Included. N() pets. 
Phone 635-3934. 
(p10-17feb) 
3 BEDROOM upper duplex. 
Suitable for mature couple. 
Phone 635-7,9/9. 
(p3.13feb) 
2 BE ORDOM house tDr rent. 
'S32S per month no other 
bills. Deposit S200. Call ~38- 
1544 anytime or come to 4702 
Scott Ave. 
'(pS-13feb). 
I BEDROOM unit In  
Thornhlll. Stove & fridge 
Included. Available Feb. 1 
$27S per month. Phone 63S. 
4453. 
(p3.31feb) 
4 BEDROGM executive 
home. Available 
Immediately. Reht $700. 
mmth. Contact Jim DUffy ~ 
at Century 21, Wl ghtman & 
Smith +. 635-6361. 
(accs-14feb) 
WORKS INCENTIVE 
PROGRAM (SYWlP) 
.6356778 
.SPECIAL'SERVICES 
TO CHILDREN 
635-7087 
TERRACE ANSWERING 
BUREAU 
638-8195 
TERRACE 
HOMEMAKERS 
635.5135 
TERRACE RECYCLING 
635-7271 
VOCATIONAL SUPPORT 
& LIVING SKILLS 
635-7863 " ~'+` 
(plxlB-aug. M)' 
ASSOCIATION picture loan 
will be held Wednesday 
Feb. 15 from 7-9pro.In the 
Art Gallery. Everyone 
welcome.. 
"(nc4.lSfeb) 
ONE PARENT Families 
AssociatiOn of Canada'S Get 
Acquainted Coffee Nlte Feb. 
10 at 8:30 p.m. Pot Luck 
.supper Feb. 19 4:30p.m. For 
information phone eee ~. 
323& 
(nc17feb 
I-EA  
FUN:)  
• /1  . ONE &..TWO BEDROOM~ WANTED SINGLE female 
+6, ~ , +~ +~l,'. ?¢~-o.!~ ..... ~- .  ~ Al~ts;. Good +P~tes: Chit ":to shore lar-- 
appointment to view. Phone ~;~: ;~. ' "~ lmrea .  mona 
WILL DO laundry , :///, ,:~: • • L. ,:!, 
service. Reason'able +ate+:,J ~+~:+;"+I  
To Inquire +call  638:+396+. ':'+~ . . .  '.l ~ .  n .e tV .~ i  ,,,: +..I r ' .  ++"  %'+' ' . . . . .  ;1~1;  . . . . .  
. . . .  (stf)" I + e i l~ le  . . . . .  ' P 
, , .  ,+;:• ?.,.g '~ , r , L w . + ~ '  , • ,' I , 
WORK wANTED"  House 
ropelr - carpenter, ~lnting, ~ I APABTM;MIr¢ ' - 'n"  . . . . .  : HOME .... FOR SALE--. ,~ 
- -e  p,umb,+ . r . - - r __ . . . . . . . , . /  **OGre ho . on fu,,y 
appliance repair. Phone 638. 
0601 Ask for' Larry, ~, ;~1.-; 
(plO.13feb) 
LIC LOG SCALER F.B.M., 
,cubic metric, A.D.S., S 
years "experience. Add 'S 
years exPerience. D.L.S, 
• heavy equipment operator, 
seeks relocation. Terrace*, 
Prince Rupert area. Wife. 
I.F.A., "A"  ticket. 2 years" 
Prev. Arab. Exp.. Glbsons. 
Phone 886-2108. :,~.~l~ 
|p14-17feb) 
v ,  , , 
Frldge, stove, + drapes, 
carpeting off street 
park ing ,  secur i ty  
system. 
Rents itart at 
$ 20 
Phone manager  
anytime. 
,+:63S,1268 
• landscaped fenced lot. Close 
to town and schools. Fruit 
""trees, garden, greenhouse., 
Asking $70,000. 635-4312. 
(st f) 
3 BEDROOM house on large 
corner lot. 75x135. Col~.ra 
vaccum, flnlsbed rec room 
In basement. Double 
carport, gas heat, close, to 
school. Phone after 6pro 635. 
58S3.. , 
(pl0-:~4feb) 
+ 
! . ,:. , .'. . .' ' " • , : ":~:, ':;':. :' :'. * "~,,. = " '," ' "'.: :'" " , ' ' " . ' ,  " '" . " i  ' ' . . '  " " . , ,  
. ~ .  . ; . .  , '. . . . .  ~ , . '  e ~; ,~ ' . , '  , . . . .  , . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ' ..... ; .... ed  es  f rom canad ': , r 
,~ 'ent .  Prin/e/'Minister T i ~ ~ '~ the" mid.i970s because .... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ i  .~ l lon  to " ~'in ..... 
- ~! .~ga,  *?":~' ' '  """ : " " / Wnshlngten's .ina.bility.. t 0 ~dere~d thai 
More than 600 poopie were reported'to have • Jadiaica's upport of the so-called non-aligned 
' EDMON'r()N,;(,,CP~,:,~ !Am~~d~ foreign. 
~llcT/makem ~ere!adv l l ;e~ Us~ a lesson 
" U S T" S E L L ' F()R ' S A  i ~ " I . . . .  I " " from;Cana¢la:~-'~:daybyMiehae] Manley, 
Condomtmumm "" . . . .  AsKIng prlca" picku- 4x41"E--'Fourlg~O s GMCed MhtlstrYF. "sb°f ,.~ . the forme~; prime' mi~ilsf~J':of Jamaica who fell died In ~,101ence l ading up to that election, movement "was not a commitment o com- 
. . . . . .  ~ ..... b -  7-47"- p • . pe . Dry : " ! ou~..d:~avor with":'the Uldted States while in Brought oEdmonton to.discuss U.S. forelgn 
policy in the Third World, Manle~/described the He ~aid American aid was cut and the tourist 
WalSh. P .  . . . .  • . Asklng~.~00Phone~.5004 CONTRACYORS '~ ' g~;l~'0't0'arsupportive audience of about U.S.-led invasion of Grenada last year as a trade dropped ramatically when the U.S. 
appolmmanT ,o v~'~.20feb) ' .  ' " (pS-l.7feb). ~s~al¢~at?n~derSanf~r atSr~fl: . 400~,~'~ea(~:~k£,lve~elty~f t~l~ert~,rMb~)~e~ " "most dangerous precedent.: .began teWng tourists not.to visit the island 
~L~E~ ~:~4A.~,4S0~ ~ e ~  ~.Y~'~ "AndI  th ink|t isa preeede,t we are going to became,"Man!ey has" Cuban soldiers in the  
bedP&)~nhomeon Lakelse . . . . .  spsed,.warn . Alr Tank~:. uasb:at .the:; : , , . , ;~  ~,otek ' -' , . ; .  _! ...: . . : - hills;" 
Lake. ~Wood.oledrlc heat part.time hubs, : ' .  dust . Dense i~ake Alrpert, I ,B C ' "; '~,~ ?".'f :'. ~ / .  ' s had an'~'extremel Manley said'instead ofsending troops to the In an emotiunal 90-minute address ~at was 
" L~" "~ . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  "..- .  " • " .~anaaa nus atway . " ~; Y island with such haste, the U.S. should have W-W;!.corpet....throughout. bafferlos andmore, call 638- will be received by the ._ . . . . .  . .... :. ;..,1E ~. ,~,~../,~,,,i,,~o,;,, Ma,:o,, . interrupted several times by ovaU0ns froma 
Fired ace; .... large, meta ~7~ I. I ~ [ ' I I " r f " ' ~A I~ .*,,, ' I f p,,,,,,~,,,,'.,; '',+ ~"e~UUUV©''~'~ " ' ' "  "~" ' ' '~ ' '  "~a encouraged other Caribbean leaders to/try to large contingent of.Jamaican students in the 
r " ! • v Y W S  ~ * ' l i i l l  l i l l  ~ 1 1  i~1  I V l  i~  / , ~ 1  " , . ~ " " . " L " ' 
shop, t.~rport~ Cal l  798.2522 . ' " ' (nS-17feb~ o,~, , . ,  ~I"  ~. I~ l~km.~s . . ; (~*  ' said..~ '... ' ",'-'. . . . .  " .  • . . ,' .. solve Grenada's problems by negotiations, audience, Munley said the U.$. should realize 
, :  , , ,  , • , • , . , i F • , i ~ 1 1  w t  I U I ~  ~ V l I I I ~ I I  ~ l e /  i ' . . . . . .  
after ~lpm. " ' ' " : I " " ' Vlcto'la VSW3E7 u;'to 3.30' 'And it is one of,the notable lldngs about He chastised the U.S. for its'role in Central that Third' World countries must accept aid 
"*',;,'~;;~:';:,' " : . : : ' , .  ,~ (p20-27feb) . MUST SELL Package deal. ~."m."Zlor-4~l, time) onN~:~h Canadian:foreign policy that . . . .  i t has"pever been America, where he~'said it p~0ps'Up .corrupt / "  from wherever it is available. Acceptance of 
; " . '  " 1974 GMC: JImmy 4)(4 PS, '~ "~o~ ,,,,4 ,.,,,,,,4 :,, ,,,~,i,,- sucked-,intO', this" pattern of U,S.. hegemonic right-wing regimes while trying to bverthrnw a such aid isn't a commitment to Marxism, he 
S BEORO0 M ~me on Va-.'.PB, T S, t'al!or h!tch;, roof . at.that time." .' . . . . . behavlor.~.. • ' /.. !. :.!!.: ~ . . .  . 'government in Niearagun.that has the popular " said. 
acre,...on. ... Ske~na~ St.b Sauna, .rackand. . . . .  roll bar, Also 1981. p , - , ,  . . . . . . .  =,~l s,~.iflcaflons~,. "It real ly is ..a 1remarkable ~ thing, tins support0fit~ people. Hewas also critical of the 'Manley is leader of Jamaica's Peeple'a 
garden. . -4rea;: . . . . .  am~ , 2 .SRU0 street blke,.. :Asking.. ...-,m"' . . . .  ~,~ ' ..,;n,;W~d . . . . . .  after . distinction..between~ U,S. and. Canadian. policy U.S. for ref,~ing to deal diplomatieally. . with. National party~ which, boycotted December's 
fleplaces, $90,000 OBO . $I~0. For more Informatlon .. =.t,,,;,,,, 0'.mu.,J:.' . "over the years." ..... " : . I :  pl I . I f ~ • " : ' '~  . national elections on the island. Left without a 
Phone ~63~24~; after 'S:00 phone ~S-34~. " .. 'Amal~'ama';ed'C'0~s;ru'ctlon A clundnmatie 58-year-old :Who has long "Cuba is there and it is going to remain there seat'in Parliament as a result of the boycott, 
p,m. Except.weekends. : . . ! (stfn) Assoc~atl0n, 267S : Oak chan)pioned.:~e rights:of.the' 'l~hird World, because It has the overwhelming support of its . Masley leads theoppesition from outside and is 
. / . . .  (p10-21feb) ' Street; Vancouver V6H 21<3 Manie~'waseleetedprimemintster:in 1972 and own people." • pressing the government for new elections this 
1910 FORD BRONCO. XLT Amalgamated Construction served until 1980, when.belastS bitterly con- Manlb.v ~id  ht~ nun. ~.~intlnn~ with the U.s; summer.. 
3 BEDROOM home, Iocetod 4x4, 35i ~Vg, auto., , f l it  . . . . . .  
onlqulet'~sh'est.~il0,T~sq, fti. steering, recllntn0 saah~;i :Association, 7730 Edmund . . . .  ~ . 
attach~d"~rage, close t0 Street, Burneby V3N 1B8 " . ; -' ' - 
tratlerhlfi:h,'e~c, Asking ConstructlonPlanServlces. Rogue cop master of disg ises sc.hoOIsa.pd~pltal.~:Treed $9,000. Phone 638.e392. 
lot. "A~semable mortgage 01cS-13fob) .VgC3785Myrtle4E7 SWeet, Burnaby. • . • .' U '  
appr~0(Imately . . -$40,000. ~.  • 
Asking $49,900..plane 635..FOR SALE-- 1979 =A ton Southern' I '.lnforlor . . . . .  " .,-"/.::"' ,~- - 
7850"after 4Pm. Dodge Pickup. New motor Comfruction .Auo~l.atlon, . JOHANNESBURG (pp.) ,. A t  the end 0f last ~vesk, --what happened sickened sunning on the bea.ch in acquainted with some of the 
.... " ...... ' " " (p10.20feb) and palnt Job. S3600 OEO. 710 Lavel Crescent, --~ SoUth ./~frica'gs most there were reports that he . him and he wanted to leave Mauritius. officers tracking him and 
. " ~I-13~. (eft) ' Kamloops V2C sP3 wanted criminalJs~ brazen may have already slipped the force," Stander said, Two months later, an even broke into s patrol car 
FAMILY HOME on quiet seuthorn In;erlor • - benkrobberax/d:a m sterof past them into the United However, nothing else has armed Stander burst into a and stole a sophisticated 
payed .street. 1120 eel. ft. Construction Aunclatlon, disguise wh00dce was a States. emergedto show politics or .prison testing centre and radid, ideal for 
main floor'censtst~ of 3 401-1415 Hunter .Coort, rising star on this Capita! Stander, 36, an out- .radalisoueswere a factor freed another" of. his eavesdropping on his 
bedrooms, kltchan - dining Kelowna VIX 6E6 city's police force, doorsman .said to enjoy in his son's move to crime, jailhouse pals,, a school- pursuers. 
He  usels . his :. pdvanc~i';. "I~., try and late nights at the r.oom, livlng room and bath. Southern Inforlor 
Twb,.~.~ b~ooms, - den, ' ConstrurilonAssoclatlon; 69 ~lico:::training:/in. armeilL :discos, istheson0f a retired . his convicti()n;ACc°rding to i'ecordSthe younger'fr°m obber..teacher'turned-armed'r'' 1 1 ' ' " - -  haveThe.receivedgang s somebelieVedof itst°
laundW ~oem; bath" and Nanaimo Avenue.' East, " ro'l~l~W. Lin:Vestlkatlons: and.-poi{ce commander.. . Stander had bee'n strapped Newslmpers labelledthe 
Pentldon V2A 1M1 ~nderc~over work to lead a .  "He rose swiftly in  the • • three The Stande'r Gang, re- gun store and is suspected- 
weapons in a robbery of a 
unfinished work shop . FOR RENT-- 3 bedrmm forcash; 
grednho0ie.d°Whstalks"Carp°rt'and small rod)liD trailer, furnished or Prince George Construction gang accused of about 20 fores, reaching the rank of christening them The Bank in' the thefts, o f  several 
gard~ ~ :Asking price unfurnished, Sunny Hill Association, 3851 10th bank robberies that netted captain when he was. He pleaded guilty to the Hoppers after, they were expensive cars. 
S69R00.." Offers considered. Trailer Court. Phone &~- Avenue, Prince George V2N them morethan fA00, .000 in  arrest~l in 1980 on Charges Charges and was sentenced suspected of 'lmoeking off Newspapers report 
2304:'- Even/green St. ~ .  7~9. 1B1 .f~p., (pS.17feb) Plansmay be.viewed and. the past six months, , stemming from 15 "bank to 17 years in prison. Then,. two and three banks in one Stander opened accounts at 
While Andre Stander's robberies and illegal last Aug. 11, he and a afternoon. One. of those a bank he had robbed, 
.... '. :(P10-13feb) or obtained after February daring and high life outside possession of weapons, habitual car "thief over- banks was a branch inside raising the possibility that 
~ FOR SALE-- I0x50' mobile 9, 1984 from: the law has made him a powered . guards ~vhile the (erminal a t  Johan- he may have fled to the 
home with 7x30' addltloli. Technical Services household name, these Stender's' father, retired waiting to see a prison neshurg's.. Jan Smuts United States. 
Phone ~1S.7330 evonings,: Branch,' Ministry of trying to nab .him are in= Maj. Gen. Frans Stander, therapist and escai)ed in a lnternationalAirport, oneof The Sunday Express of- 
(p20-6msr) Forests, 1061 Fort Street, creasingly frustrated, said his son turned to crime police van. Unconfirmed this terror-conscious 'Johannesburg said a South 
Vicinrla VSV 3K7 
MUST "SELLI 1974 12x~ All Inquiries should be "We need all the luck-we after being overcome by reports hadhim dining 'in coum.ry~s more heavily African matching Sta,der's 
'FOR RENT--. 1700 sq. ft. Cenedlona 3 bedroom made to the Technical can get,'! complained one guiitat helping' put down fancy restaurants, hiding in policed targets, description had been 
warehouse In Motz Plaza, trailer .$1S,000 ago Phone Services Branch, Phone:- veteran of the search, race riots in 1976. "He said black townships, even Investigators admit arrested in Fort Lauder- 
unit 13010 Kalum St. $700 per 798'-2S94. 387.1784. " Stander's trougest card is dale, Fla., last week on a 
month. Phone 635-2312. (p10.16feb) Noblddeposl, tlsrequlred, his intimate knowledge of traffic charge, then was 
. (accl0Jan-tfn) Tenders re'o,, , o ,  P e n s i o n  | u . ~ , ~ ( : ~ , o ~  .~iJ~#i.~,4|lPt~lPP~f~['%t"~J"~.~vv~t'~'~ff~" police operations. He is freed on bail.; 
. . . .  FUNBARS INC 
. - , .  . 
,lender and submltted on the OTTAWA .(CP)" .'7- ~ go In the mall Even a minimum income 
forms and In the envelope increase in the.guaranteed, . A special Commons of $644 amonth -- or $7,728 a , 
-suppll(Ld. • 
• No tender shall be income supplement for committee on pensions has year --'would still leave . 
MAKE.A-MOTORHOMEI considered having any 700,000 single pensioners In called for immediate • in- m~y pensioners belowthe 
need seems almost certaini creeases in the supplement unofficial poverty lines for .Fun~rs Inc'., the exclusive dlstrll~tor of ! 
FOR .SALE-- to be moved 1972- 72 passenger bus. New qualifying clauses ... Cadburys qualHy ftmd raising woduds, requlresa 
or~;~i~nian|led. 2c,.~J.rg. ~.,~ i engine, trans.; custom Wha~oever and the lowest, to be announced, in the" oful~te$102amonth:-That their areas. Further sup- 
eachx,,~l~, plus 2, ~ou.~s~i.,. palnt, g~)di'b(xlYo;0i'ld.flo~': " or any ten~,r~,~i~w!.l!/.!~..~ federa~.~ :~.edget speed1': would ~.~)~nsb;~,g~¥~eall l~emeklts;pravJdsdJ)y~some,~ .u!l.es~,.afl~.t...~cp...v.ey.Ter.race,_Kitlmat and Prlnce.,~.: 
$1,000 ea OBO, Must J ,200 OB~'~'~)~:~,~3~)3. ~' 'necessa':l.lyJ~'~ac~i ~fed-". Wedn~ay~ . single; =~sion( ; rs  ~ '  a I.~• ¥1ncl~l .... i gnvernnients. R'up~'t " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Phone ~S.S2~. ' . . . . . . . . . . .  (p'S.1:3f~b) \ L.G. Underwood Boosting the supplement minimum monthly income wbtfid push some, but not :It • ., 
". .... (p$-17feb) Acting Director has long been one of Health of t~,44 and world cost the of these people over the Applicants need to be outgoing and able to devate 
• " T(~:hnical Services Branch Minister M~nique Begin's federal" government lines. "school hours" to a rewarding career. Resumes to: • an . 
. / r  , Victoria, B.C. priorlUes, and all the in- additional $350 million a ;rhe "poverty lines for ,~ 
CENTURY -MOBII.E File: 571-7614-20 dications are that the time year. single person in ]983't'auged Funbars Inc. 
HOME. PARK GOOD (acc1-13feb) is ripe-for the 'Liberals to The speech, from-' the from $7,052 a year !n rural. 
INVESTMENT ..... ; act. ~ throne opening the new areas to $9,5u for those 28S Lynn Ave. 
North Vancouver  OPPORTUNITY ~ " - Begin has been talking for . session of Parliament in li~;ing in cities of half .a 
Small trailer court,- 10 ~ .  years about more help for December : promised million or more. VTJ 2C3: 
pads'& 6 rental trailers poorsinglel~opleover'65as legislation to raise the Ontario Treasurer Larry Phone987.6233 
• " Gt~essman pi'omised to do Included.. Full soon as the government has supplement, but offered no 
o~Cuiiancy. Room for additional money • to spend, further details." hispart Sunday.by adding , ' " .- 
"expansion.' Convenient . . . . . . . . . . .  With reports of this year's - • Conservative Leader - about $70 million a year to 
location. Gross annual Provlnmof B.C, HYDRO federal deficit $2 billi0n Brian Mulroney endorsed his proyince's upplement ~[~ ~h 
income ~$~S,932. Asking " British Columbia Invitation lower than., predicted,' the idea last week, but he for single elderly people. 
SilO,000. Phone 63~3475. Ministry of To Tender Finance Minister Marc was every bit as ' vague. The federal budge t speech a ~a~[ ,  
(p10.17feb) Transportation, For  grotJnd 'maintenance Lalonde.• finally Seems to about details as the Liberals " could ale0. provide more ~ 
and Highways (lawns. shrubbery and have the leeway 'he needs, have been. details of the!government's . 
HIGHWAYS.TENDERS " And the pt;ospect of a The last increase in the plans for pension reform, , . , ,~p  t ~  t~ 
Electoral Dlstrk:f .:Skeena ~rees) at " the DivisiOnal ~]~r  ~ Centre, 5220 Keith Ave., federal" eJecUon r in the supplement resulted frem a but at best these will be 
Highway Dish'int. Terrace Terrace, B.C. foreseeable future is promise made during the limited toprivate pension 
Project or Job Description - Tender forms and • another reason for  helping 1980 election campaign and plans that fall under federal 
Rock Slope Stablllzaflan - spedflcatlons are available pensioners sooner ra~er ' amounted tO ~ a month ]urlsdiction. . ~ , t~# ayadmen!  ,~w,/~n~,/ddf¢, dove, 
Kalum Lake Road .., from Mr .  F.L. Janauer at than later, extra for each household. ,, The Libelials have ca~.pdlnf, Jrap¢*, an,~#~u,~ puCk, f, 
..: Tender doc'umonts with Many experts ay a much promisc~i Changes in the 
FOR SALE-- 1983. 1200 envelope, plans, ~he above address, Closing The only questions 1left to 
date for submlmlons of be answered are how mu(:h .larger increase is. needed Pension Benefits Standards ,[,ualo~, ,¢,,dlf *~*tsm, n,idsm! muafee. 
Yamaha Ventura Royal specifications and fondor Is 1~Ith"of March ,  the increase will be and ~ this time if  the goal is to Act to improve coverage Of 
touring bike. Mint condition conditions of tender am 19e4. 1600 Hours. when the. fh-st batch of bring most single pen- private plans, to protect he 
Many features. Phone 635. available free of charge (acc3.14feb) 'larger monthly cheques will . signers out of poverty, benefits of, workers who p~o,,, ma,,af,~ an~tlm, . 
5004.: - ONLY from No.200-4546 change jobs and to provide 
-. (pS-17feb) Park Avenue, ,Terrace, '" more generous survivors' 638.1268 
British Co,umbla,.. Phone ' " ' - b O n U S  .pensions. 
hours of 8:30 a..m. and 4:30 . . . . .  . . - [ 
p .m.  Monday  to F r lday ,  '.I : C INC INNATI (AP)  - -  A woman wh6 tr ied unsuccess fu l ly  
except  Ho l ldays .  fo r  f ive years  to  conce ive  be fore  her  " tes t - tube"  pregnancy  . 
Teederswill.be pened at .... said Sunday she and her husband considered it a bonus TERRACE'S 
No300.4S46 Park Avenue, Province et when she.had twins. • NEWEST & BE, T TOO 
IW0:"  CAMER0 pens, ,Terrace, British Columbia British COlumbia The couple, identified only by their first names, Mark and 
interlor, elc.phone635-P4M. THE TENDERSUM',FOR. Ministry of Jean,. inetwithreporie, at Chrlst Hospitaj' to show off N O W  ~-ua~, .  
Rates "~ (nc2ffob) THISPROJECT IS TO Transportation newl~rns Laura Kimberly and Br!an William. Brian, the ' at INCLUDE FEDERAL' and' Highways • 1 more active of  the twp infants, squirmed and began to 
l~lO VW RABBIT "" Diesel, SALES TAX. HIGHWAYS-TENDERS sqtheal:in thegl0w of Lte]evision camera lights, 
m cast ,  re rediD, new tires, February 29, 1984 2:00 P.M. Highway District Terrace cradled her daughter; "Wehave been on ~m adoption list for ~ One bedroom at $325" mo.  
excallent condltlan, as,s00. (Fib: 52.0-23) Prolector Job Description- several years," Two bedroom at $360" mo. 
Pbolle Prince Rupert, 624 . W.E. Stanley . Terrace Highways Yard The_twins, delivered Tuesday by caeeareun.section 
S.7..'~.; : DlSfrld HIO'ays Man 'er -Rubb ish  Removal ,u rg .y  at ~r i s t  Hospital, were.Okio's f i r s t -  be bern f--m L ~  L ~  L ~  L ~  ~ L ~  ~ ~ ~- -~.  ~-  ~ t - -  ~-~ - '~  '~  
(PS.l,feb.) ~ir~,Rhodes ''. . Tender documents with in-vitrofel'tilizatl0n; hospital spokesman Gall Myers said. 
.... Deputy Minlstm; ., envelope, plans, There have besg'two alugle children bern previously in Ohio 
Ipeclflcatlons and from the proem, she said; 
WT:CHEVROLET BELAIR ~ (acc4.13,1S,20,23feb),: : :  c~ndlflons of tender are IMPLANTED iN WOMB 
xc~t~l  owner ,  meChanic -~,~..,. .... . ,~ 
owned, autodmtlc, 24 mllm " , , available" f rH  of charge Eggs a~ extracted from the mother and fertilized with - -A t t ract ive , .  spacious, extra  storage room 
pergallbn, new fuel pump, ONLY, from..~ .N°'300"4546 the father's sperm in a laboratory dish, then implanted in --Beautiful appliances, tiled showers 
newAtmsi now power dl lc  Park Avenue,'f@race, B.C. the Woman's womb', The t~hnlque allows women with - - Love ly  cupbdards, double s.s. sinks 
bi.akel[ fully wlntorlzed. VeG 1V4. P~bne ~15.6254 blocked fallopian tubee --  wbich earry the egs in the uterus --Largebalconleswifhscreenedpatlodoors 
Runs extremely ;.'~1'11" S1250 ~eiod; Tendert'm,rked,: ~~~ "~ '~';'~ ;;Janitorial" between the hours of 8:30 - -  to bear children. I --Lotsof p.arklng ..recreatlo~ court 
or make me an offer.! can't s.~,c.,,, for..the Prov|nclll a.m. and 4:30 p,m. Monday Jean said she and her husband were surprised at the " ' - -Secur l ty : , '~n*terphones  and deadbolts 
rerun ..... 112.842-$8fil: New Government Otto* Su,e,ne, ~ to Friday, except Holidays. media interest generated by the twins' birth. She said the --Drapery co.ordlnated to w--w carpets 
He~e'Hrm~ . ~iTfel~) beLakele~'l~elvldAVenue'uP to T rrace,,1:00 p.m.,e:c'fll. ~TfllWlll Ten~ers. will be opened at couple declined to give their last names on the advice of her --Walking distance to down town 
• " " d,'V, of~Fe~rusry m4.)lne thoN NO.300J546 Park Avenue, 
,,vd labia t that inge will be opened - Terrace- B.C. VeG 1.V4. obstetrician, Dr. Bobert Burket, to avoid pomlble adverse " --Family oriented, close to schools 
NSI.HONDA CIVIC wagon~, m ~ubllc et 4U Kelth Avenue, ' .... 
F ive :  speed. Excellent Tor, ce,&c, vno ~K~. " THE TENDER SUM FOR .public reaction. .- --HospHal, convenience s~or,e, parks, 
For tl~ purpose of ddermlnl gtl~ THIS PROJECT IS TO . The Cincinnati c0uple, marrledtornineyears, saldtbey car  wash, a l l  in area 
condition. Alklng $6;,300 nmture nd extent of ~e work In. Phone ~$-4~S'. volvod, the Manamer'm denlgnltet INCLUDE' FEDERAL began trying to have'children in t979. rn Oeteber :m,  theY --$200,00 move in al lowance for Jan, 1.15 
(Dnrryl Hanml a~l Trtvor DlWle|} SALES'TAX. - heard about anin-vilt0 ferti]ieation program conducted by l i l l y  M d " 
i (p3-14feb) w,,, c . . . , .  --. o , . . . . , - -  Profe p~imlln on Thurtldlly FebrtmrY 16, Tenckir o~nlng  date: Dr. Moon Klm,. a speclallst at Ohio State 'University in salon anage 
Ira. All centractors *lmhlng to bid FebruaW 17, 19114 2:00 p.m. ColumbUs. Sines therewere no in-vitro programs at thai 
FOR; MLIE-- 1N9 Corvette held .frond mlt to,r,nd m,e' wWn " by trained staff who respect 
the M|nlger'| de|lgnlll| M the (File: 52 -0 ,23)  timeinClndnnali.Jean u id  sh.eoontae~.. K im and applied ~ r ~ and care for ourtenants  
Stlnil.ray. &$0cU. In. 4"q~eed. ~, f lc  time enU JocMion. s,0wn W.E. Stanley, for Ills program. 
h'aii~ Low mll6sge, mmw. co,tram wm be mv.,.b:. • 
Exce|Jont condltlm. Phone on0y et lhll fireD.. Dlstrid Highways Manage~ Althe~gh the pregnancy rate for womenwho undergo in- ... Telephone: 635-5968 
Provincial Govtrnmen{ Olflce for: A.E. Rhodes  vitrofertilization Is only about 20 per coat, Jean became 
63S-~ or 63.q.92~0 'attar Building 
4pro 4506Lekeli, Av~nee, TerrKe, S;c. Deputy ~.lnlster prugnant on the first attempt. She round out in her 10th . Property Stewards Western Ltd,. 
(pS.lMob) Turn,: ~:~p,m..~ "(,ccH~,¼~,b) ~ (acol.7,10,13,1Sfeb) weekof.pregnancy that She was carrying twins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - .................................................... I I  I I I  - *1~ 
• " ". ~'rc  / _  % - -  
d ' ) :~ ~'~;~'~, ' :r :~:*,~c-::  ~: ::~ ~ . . . .  ~ he g Biana re a t ss0ctatnon fu ds reth d ce 
~ RIV~RTON.Man.~CP)'Thecomputer pteducers are ex ted to att~d '~,'~-',~ " '!  . . . . .  • '  ,q)~  ~ ' "; ''~ . . . .  ' " % " :  " " r '~ 'q  "~ '  " ' "  ) " ':" " ~ ; md '= ' . . . . . . . . . .  * " '  . . . . . .  " "  ' " ' . . . . . .  ~ " :  .... , . . . .  ticall f rom:  
' ~ . . . .  " M'': , " "n ; " ' ' '  ' " ' ~  DON'> * . , . . . . . .  ~,:,-. • . . . . . .  ' L ~ ' : '~ ' '~/ "  • ,  , :c.,• ........ SANTA B4RBAR~.; Calif::,, :, :But ~ 'e'initial ur~eertamty changed drama Y , i 
! is hoofing its way 'into the hog. barns of tho Thecomputerhandles~avaHet ' 0f.s0r." ....~. ; N , .~) ' ; .~ ,~Dians ,  the22-year-oldr-Princess.~o[:.~ .... ,,,~.~. ...... -.~..-.~-. .. .. L ' '1~'~'~L~':'~'''i' ' ~A;,~ " " " "  " "  ethewithdrawalwas" 
' " . . . . .  J ' ' , Y . . . . .  ~ " ' " ' . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  )4 ~" * ~ i ' i " ' ,  . . . . .  < , L ~(A~l~)=~preMdent~agan s  e~ '/ o . . . .  al thetim ' I 
nslion, ring routines for the farmer) OtafsOn said Wax~ ana wit:~0~|~tl~e Charles, is expec~lhg the couple s a~.0=i~ ), ,  .=&/,~,;. ~) ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . .  a initial consideration 
~'~ "Youhaveto have (a computer) if you're ,, • . . . .  ' second bab 'id ~~/t .... ..... " ., ' , . . .  ....,, ~ -~,. . . . . . . .  ~. .~.~. : .  . . . .  o, congressmen, . mcmums - .,,...er. .. And nt tells you how manY sows the boars _ Y ] :e  ~ptember, Buckingham Palace. an. • troops, from Belrut but to Republicans; who said they~ untd ~t was announced. 
• -any kind of a hug farmer at all," says Kris bred in a particular month and what the nounced. , . today, .'"-~ ~.~ " ' """ . . . .  ' "." " ' . . '  : ~:, escalate shellingl from navy got .the impression from Originally,. he said, the . 
A palace spokesman,said Diana, who retdrned Sunday =t,i,~ . . . . . .  . ; . . _ . . . ; . .^  ,^ -Olafson, who produces pigs by computers conception rate is - -  there's reaUy no ni t from ' "" • ' ,, . . . . .  :~ - .  vo -  . . . . . .  ,~. . . . . . . . . . .  Reagan's ' announcement 
gh a one.day trnp to asia, Norway, Is in excellent aCcommoda'ie the vastly . that' the withdrawal would have. taken three or four 
~jn this central Manitoba community, limit." 
~. "You can't look at a hog computer 
~'prngram and say 'l don't want it."' Clarence Froese, a Manitoba govern. 
Use of computers Inthe hog industry will •ment swine specialist, doubts the computer 
?be the theme of a seminar in Riverton later will revolutiOnize the industry "but 
/,this week which about 150 Manitoba pork hopefully it will improve its efficiency." 
Traveling stars coddled i 
F~ 
~, LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  sneaking a celebrity's" Christmas .tree decorated 
Ever see Barbra Stretsand mistress aboard a plane with ~0 and $100bills. 
being jostled at a luggage whiletheclientiskissinghis Ganopole, a former TWA 
carousel,, or Cary Grant wife good-bye in the VIP flight attendant, is em- 
/dandlng in a long check-in lounge, played hy the Ask' Mr. 
line at Los Angeles Inter- When Stout learned Foster travel agency to 
national Airport? Streisand loathes airline handle airport chores not 
v Probably not, thanks to an meals, he left the airport o " only for the likes of Paul 
elite group of travel experts, fetch Chinese food and a Newman, Tom Solleck, All 
who cater to globe-trotting banana split he delivered MacGraw and• Cliff 
celebrities, just before her jet departed Robertson, but -- as does 
: While a handful of for London. Stout - -  for entire film 
Beverly Hills. travel agents A chain-smoking man in companies. 
specialize in handling the his S0s who is happy to share During filming of the 
pre-flight paperwork, a gin'with a departing Winds of War miniseries, 
people such as Peggy client, Stout thrives on she dispatched tons. of 
Ganopole and Tom Stout crises. He recalls one time luggage and equipment to 
nurse VIPs from lima .to when Grant boarded a jet to locations worldwide. 
first;class lounge seat. New York to say good-bye t6 One of her most unu~sual 
This routinely involves 'h is  then-wifeDyan Cannon, moments on the job oc. 
handling all cheok-in and then decided to ac- curred sevei;al months ag o 
chores, fending off company her. Stout quickly when tenor " Lm:lano 
autograph hounds ' While arranged for a ticket. Pavarott|learned it was her 
Whisking the star to a The stars often birthday and belted out a 
celebrity lounge or aircraft reciprocate with gifts, few bars of Happy Birthday 
and retrieving luggage. But Once, Stout recalls, Frank in the midst of a crowded 
it's the little extras that Sinatra gave him a . terminal. _ -  
make certain celebrity 
stand-ins extra popular with 
their clients. B u r t s  r r i e d  
steut and others talked . .  a r e  w e  
about their on-the-job ex- 
periences in a Los Angeles VANCOUVER (CP) - -  their'effort o encourage 
Times article Sunday. Eddy Burt, 1t, and his 71- world peace. 
Stout says he makes ure year-old grandmother Ruth "I worry" about nuclear 
there's Fresca on board Burt know don't expect to war~" said Eddy, a shy 
When Richard Burton is a save the world on their own. Grade 5 student whose 
passsenger, and Perrier for But over the next six family, follows the Quaker 
others, months, they and 14 other religion which believes in 
He is. also not above ordinary citizens' make pacifism. 
Thirteen Canadians, two 
•withdrawal process might, 
health" , . . . . . .  , 
" " '  '' ' " L ' . . . . .  ' " "  • ' - . "  ........ " differing, views of State..boimmineht, ,months, but once the 
The spokesman.said the prince and pr inc~ told,Queen , Secretarv -n~,.~e. Sh~tz 
ElizabethandDieina's, lmrents about he prcg~ancy~"a,feW~' _._*~ =~.,. ~....~p=:. _ " I~banese cabinet resigned 
da . . . .  "" . . . .  - . . . . . . .  ..... "ano  ue[ence,.;,Se~remry ,: ,The White House onncxai and. the situation there 
ys ago and both families are delighted . . . . . . . . .  COS" ; ' "  ' " :  . . . .  " ' : ' "  "She . . . .  , !- ..' ' .' ." parwem~rgeri, a wrote -said the confusion stemmed, began to deteriorate 
is in perfect health at the moment, and certamly We House offlci '! ~ - ~ 
. . . .  " : ' ~ ' . ' "  ' • . . .  a "D~, .w) . '  . I • are going to try to make sure thatnone of her planned " "The pollc~, I s 'a balance conditionsfr°m the infaCtLebanonthat had he movedrapidlY'up.the timetable was 
engagements are~cancelled," said the spokesman, who 
spoke'on the condition his name not be used. ~L , 
'Be  said the couple expects to continue: "public 
engagements Until early August,. " ' ' " 11 :. /' ' 
Diana and Charles often had said they Wanted more'than 
0n~ child. The palace spokesman saidthey.have "no known. 
preference" ks to whether the baby is a boy/or girl. 
Thebaby, whatever the sex, will be third nn line to~the 
throne, behind the 35-year-old Charles and the c0uple's first 
child, Prince William, who was born June 21, 1982.~ 2;¢ 
Charles married.Diana in St. Paul's Cathedral on Jul~~, 
1981. 1 . . . . .  
"rhe.princess .went o Oslo on Sunday for a special per. 
formanee'of Carmen by' the London City Ballet Company. 
Election 
between the two,views, but 
also ~a balance that 
eve~rybedy agrees to - -  ihat 
is; you continue to support 
"U.S. diplomaffe"position n 
i the Middle-/East, a t  the 
• same time according more 
protec.tion.to he inarines," 
said:the official, insisting on 
anonymity.. . 
.Welnl~rger,: and ap-  
parently the joint:chief s 0f 
military staff,.were known 
to believe~ that the 1,500 
marines in Beirut as part of 
. . a multinational force ,were 
~,~j~, r~r~i~/% extremely vulnerable and 
Vl~l~,#%, / ! . lq~.  I V ~ ' .  Serving no useful military 
purpose~ 
On the other hand, Shultz 
was . reported to have 
disagreed strongly with 
attempts within th~ Reagan 
administration to withdraw 
'the ' marines since he 
; believed their presence was 
Vital tO. supporting ~e 
• shaky Lebanese govern- 
ment of Amin Gemayel. 
Reagan's new policy, 
announced a.weekag0, in 
effect satisfied the concerns 
• of both men: Shultz, agreed 
to withdrawal of the 
marines to ships offshore in 
exchange for the increased 
authority of U.S. ships to 
fire on Syrian-held positions 
in Lebanon. 
Reagan,. meanwhile, 
ended"a five-day vacation 
near Santa .Barbara. on 
Sunday and flew ba(:k to the 
White House in Washington. 
LAGOS (AP) - -  Maj.-Gen. Muhamme(i. Buhari, who' 
seized power in a New Year's Eve coup; has ruled/out a 
prompt return to civilian 'government, swing Nigeria's 
troubled economy cannot support the expense of eleetions~ 
"We cannot afford any expenditure now to bring (back) 
Fedeeo (the Fed(~ral Electoral Commission),. start buying 
boxeS, b~lo t .pope'rs;:;getting elections i~nd sea,ling:, the 
police to supervise them,;" he said in an InterView piibl!sh'e'd 
in the Lagos Sunday Concord newspaper, 
Federal, state .and local elections last summer are 
believed, to have cost Nigeria the equivalent of $800 million• 
Buhar! was quoted asl~aying his government-- which has 
accused civilian leaders of unchecked corruption -- will 
investigate those expenditnres. 
Nigeria's oil-based economy has declined sharply in the 
past five years, due largely to weakened international 
demand for petroleum, The country's external debt has 
been estimated at more than $34 billion. 
Buhari on other ~casions has said that reviving the 
economy in the country.of nearly 100 million, people, 
Africa's most popp]ous state, is among his government's 
top priorities. 
The Dec. 31 military takeover ended four years of civilian 
government under a presidential system• All political 
parties have been banned and dozens of former civilian 
leaders detained. 
• . • ~ . .~,.y:..~'~:~:. . ~ . ~  ~ . 
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John ItMen of ~an Francisco is mad at Mazda. He hates 
~/ondas.'He d spises Datsun and is revolted by Renault. 
Rosen, proud owner of a 1959 Dodge Coronet and head of 
the Foreign Car-Haters • of America, loathes all foreign 
cars, regardless of color, seat material or number of ap- 
rons. 
I~ Rosen, 38, came to the United States from England 12 
y, ears ago, took over a decaying arage in San Francisco 
and began repairing and restoring U.S.-bullt autos. 
~. On Feb. 5, his plucky band of Detroit-lovers vented their 
~i)lecn by demolishing a Datsun with sledgehammers.. 
• "It all boils down to patriotism," he says. "Every one of 
~ur members has one cowerful Conviction - -  that only idiots 
drive foreign cars, and foreign cars make idiots out of 
normal people." 
, Normand Levelile, who suffered a paralysing stroke 
hile playing With Boston'Brulns last season, received a 
t~mding ovation at Boston Garden on Saturday, a day after 
reached a court settlement with the National Hockey 
~ague club for $162,500. 
~ Leveille, who has shown remarkable r covery but is still. 
~pcapacitatad since suffering the stroke in October 1982, 
was introduced before the start of a game between the 
]~ruins and Edmonton Oilers as '~  very special Bruin." 
~ The standing ovation, which lasted more than a minute, 
gan as Leveille walked from the runway to the end of the 
ruins bench. Wearing his old jersey No. 19 and Walking 
ith a cane, he smiled at the crowd and'waved with his left 
iiand. His right is paralysed" 
!~ The $162,500 award represents he remaining financial 
benefits of the contract Leveiile, them 19, had with the 
~rulns when he collapsed between periods in a game at  ~ ancouver. 
lull Karam, a councillor in Cochrane, Ont., is tired of 
boing left out in the dark. 
.. Hoping to shed a little light on matters in Northern 
Ontario, Karam sponsored a resolution asking that daylight 
~t  e begin on the last Saturday in March instead of thd last 
urday in April, as is currently the practice, 
:i Karam said the change is parUcplarly necessary in the 
North because of long winters and early darkness. Ernie 
White, president of the Northeastern Ontario Municipal 
Association, which supported the resolution, said he'll lobby 
the federal government for the change. 
They're at the post . . . . .  They're afro/, 
Britain's largest firm of bookmakers, William Hill, 
reported Saturday that veteran Communist party ideologist 
Konstantin Cheroenko Was the favorite, at even money, to 
.Ipecome the new Soviet leader" 
A spokesman said Defence Minister Dmitri Ustinov 
received some "heavy backing" Saturday, however, and 
the firm had reduced Friday's odds on him from 7-1 to 7:2, 
meaning a $2 bet would win $7 plus the $2 stake. 
• Odds on the other contenders: GrlgoHy Romanov 5-2, 
Mlkh~ll Gorbachev 7-2~ Vlkter Grlshla 6-I and Mlkhall 
,$olomentsev .7-1. 
Retired school teacher Slgurd Askevo|d wanted to con- 
h'ibute to world peace. It took him three years to figure out 
exactly how. .. 
;~The Creston, B.C., resident and 15 others -- ranging in 
age from II to 73-- will set out Sunday from Vancouver on a 
five-month, 50,000-kilometro journey that will take them to  
COuntries. 
:~ In each country, they hope to meet with political eaders' 
and peace groups, 
• "We're just ordinary people," says Askevuld. "We imve a 
(J0ctor, a jotwnalist, wo teachers, four students, a grand- 
mother.and her It-year-old grandson." 
~ He said the participants raised money for the trip 
emselyes. 
' . ' , Although Reagan didn't 
Americans and a European Buhari was quoted by ith~ newspaper as ~ay'ing: ' I am , specify the timetable for the 
• .leave Vancouver today for here by accident. And ! hope I'll gqt out in one piece. ~'' The 'troop withdrawal In his 
Germany to begin a self- account contained no elaboration of those remarks. PEOPLE announcement, subsequent RII financed, six-month peace es t imates  f rom. ,  ad- 
"bout  -. caravan through more than U : S  hotds li ministration officials 
North America -- including • 1 " three OrL four months., 
the Soviet Union and the :* 
United States. WASHINGTON. (AP) 'I~u.esday , will "stress' our The most recent estlmate, 
"I think we can help'make . President" ' Beagan's ~ ~01nmitment to peace and, said an; adm|nislration 
people feel better about one spokesman urged new 
Soviet leader Konstantin another and' not want to 
fight so much," said Eddy Chernenko today to work 
who lives in the  Small with the Unitecl States 
toward . "greater mutual Kuntenay community of 
Johnsen'sLanding. understanding and con. 
That is the purpose of the structive co-operation." 
iS0-city tour, said Sigurd Hours after Chernenko 
Askevold, 66, a " retired was chosen to succeed Yuri 
Creston high school teacher Andropov as head of the 
who organized the project; "Soviet Communist party, 
hill~ as the Peace and 'White House spokesman 
Fr.iendship Caravan Larry Speakes said any 
International. .. _ meeting between the new. 
'Soviet leader and Rea@n 
would, have to be "well 
"We hbpe to break, down prepared" and would " 
distrust, help. overcople" 
.ignorance among- nations • depend on a "reasonable 
and to re-establish trust and promise i for success in 
friendship," said Askevold. results,", the criteria that 
He saidthe group hopes to has been applied in the past 
meet with officials from ,to such a conference. 
each country'they visit; " Spoakes told reporters~ 
• ' ~ 'tWe.invite the new leaders 
Group members range in /of the .Soviet.Union to work 
age from II to 73, and in- with us in. establishing a 
clude a doctor, nurse, basis for greater mutual 
therapist, college student, :understanding and con- 
freelance journalist, school ~tructive co-operation. This 
teachers, and retired would apply to Mr. Chef- 
.people. nenko and others who sewe 
• iq institutional positions of 
, authority in the Soviet 
~Union." 
Speakes said Vice: 
President George Bus h,..~ 
who will attend Andropov's 
funeral in Moscow on 
."I want this tobe a gosse 
world for my grandchildren 
to grow up in," said Ruth 
Burt. "I thought his was 
one of the most important 
things I could do now." 
.... Ford boosted 
DEARBORN, M~eh. (AP) --  Ford Motor Co. announced 
~lsy  itlearned $1~197 billion in 19~3, ending a string of three 
in particular, to the search 
for mutually acceptable 
agreements" during': his 
discussions in the Soviet 
capital. 
official,'Js that all but a 
force of 200 assigned to 
guard the U.S. EmbaSsy in 
Beirut, will be out within'a 
month. 
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huge'year-und losses. The performance boosted the U.S. " 
auto indualryk earnings to record levels. ' ' 
Ford's •1983 earnings were in'oontrast to a loss of $657,8 
"lhillion in 192, $236 million of,that in the fourth quarter. 
The automaker arned $781 million in the fourth quarter 
of last year. 
Ford had staggering Iossesin 1980 and 1981, $1.55 billion 
and $1..06 billion, respectively, The losses Came at the height 
of the U.S, auto slump and would have been worse for Ford 
had it not made money on its ~;ast overseas operations. 
The company's last profitable year was 1979, just before 
the start of the slump, when it rolled up casings of $1.17 
billion. 
Automotive industry analysts have predicted that 
Chrysler will sail past its record year.end earnings of $422.,6 
million in 1976. It made ;382.6 millioh in the first three. 
quarters of 1963. 
General Motors repoted last week it made a record profit 
of  $3 .7  billion on sales of $74.6 billion. 
Officials at American Motors Corp. have said the No.4 
U.S. carmaker will earn s profit for the fourth quarter but 
have made no prediction for the year as a whole. AMC has 
racked up 14 consecutive quarters in Ihe red. 
The other two major makers of automobiles in the UnlL~d 
States, Volkswagen of America Inc. nnd Honda of America 
Manufacturing Inc., do not report earnings eparate front 
their parent companies in West Germany and Japan. 
E /. ABLE LECTRIC 
ELECTRIC.& REFRIGERATION 
. . . . .  CONTRACTOR. 
CALL 635.5876 
EMERGENCY NO. 635.9653 
• NEW 
MOBILE HOMES 
on display in Pine Park 
set up, skirted, ready for occupancy 
Energy Efficient & Affordable 
3889' Muller Ave.  635-9418 
FOR LEASE 
635-9297 '  Commerc ia l  or  Warehouse Space 
.At the corner  bf Keith, Kenney& Pohle 
_____  .Weda ln - , l .hnquets .Par t les  Unl'ts, 1~737 sq. ft.'each with store fronts. 
.--one unit, 1800 sq, ft. with store front, 
• - -~e  unit 951 sq. ft., with 14x14 overhead oor. 
BoOk now for that Spring ~ Call DAVE McKEOWN 
or Summer event. 635-7459, 
I 
Windshield & Auto Glass ICBC t;laims .... : i ,  
Handled, =~UTHERLAND Spec ia l i s t~ Promptly 
IM'PORT & DOMESTICAUTOMOTIV| REPAIR 
CIRTIFIMDMSCnANIC ' 
- LASOUR $2~'-HOUn 
• 
4711 A K NTERPRISE 
Qu•nlway PHONE B ILL TE R RACE ' K IT I~T  Terr.ace,'S.C. VllO 4PI 
638.1166 632-4741 6,18.e765 
e " ir ' 
For Information, on running y our,ad. < in the busoness'" . 
directory call 635-6357 
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